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Abstract

Dietary pathways expose polar bears to a variety of contaminant profiles and 

concentrations, ranging from bowhead whale (Balaena mysticetus) as one o f the least 

contaminated marine mammals to the more highly contaminated upper trophic level 

ringed seal (Phoca hispida) which represent the majority of their annual diet. We used 

stable isotopes 515N and 513C to estimate trophic status of 139 free-ranging polar bears 

sampled along Alaska’s Beaufort Sea coast in spring 2003 and 2004. The 815N values of 

polar bear packed blood cells ranged from 18.2%o to 21.4%o with a mean of 19.5%o 

(SD=0.7) in 2003 and 19.9%o (SD=0.7) in 2004. Two-element three-source mixing 

models indicated that lower trophic level prey, such as scavenged bowhead whale 

carcasses, may have composed 11-26% (95% Cl) of the diet in 2003, and -2-14% (95% 

Cl) of the diet in 2004. Organochlorine (OC) concentrations in subcutaneous adipose 

tissue were determined for 47 of the polar bears sampled in 2003 and compared to trophic 

position (6,5N). Although many OCs appear not to bio magnify in polar bears, we found 

positive relationships with 5 ,5N in both sexes between concentrations o f several highly 

recalcitrant OCs in models incorporating age, lipid content, and 813C. 615N was important 

in explaining variation in OC concentrations, indicating structural differences in food 

webs and biomagnification o f OCs among polar bears related to their sex, age, and the 

apparent use of lower trophic level prey.
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Persistent organochlorine (OC) compounds have been found throughout the arctic 

marine ecosystem due to their environmental stability and their lipophillic nature 

(Norstrom and Muir 1994; Muir et al. 1999). Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and 

chlordanes are the two most abundant groups of OC contaminants in the adipose tissue of 

Alaskan polar bears (Ursus maritimus). These highly recalcitrant compounds are not 

easily metabolized and tend to persist in the food chain, frequently bioaccumulating in 

adipose tissue or blubber throughout the life of an organism (de Wit et al. 2004). The 

adverse health effects of OC contamination in arctic marine mammals may be many. 

Although the importance of sex, age and exposure to infectious disease on polar bear 

condition have been recognized, altered hormone levels, impaired immune systems, 

impaired endocrine systems, reduced cub survival and liver inflammation have all been 

associated with high OC concentrations in polar bears (Wiig et al. 1998; Bemhoft et al. 

2000; Skaare et al. 2000; Haave et al. 2003; Oskam et al. 2003; Derocher et al. 2003; 

Sonne et al. 2005).

Polar bears are a top carnivore in the arctic marine ecosystem (Stirling and 

McEwan 1975), and their lipid-rich diet exposes them to a wide range in profiles and 

concentrations of organic pollutants (de Wit et al. 2004). Ringed (Phoca hispida) and 

bearded seals (Erignathus barbatus) occupy high trophic positions, and represent the 

majority of their annual diet (L0110 1970; Smith 1980; Gjertz and Lydersen 1986; 

Derocher et al. 2002). However, polar bears are highly opportunistic predators. Along

General Introduction



Alaska’s Beaufort Sea coast, their diet includes beluga whale (Delphinapterus leucas), 

walrus (Odobenus rosmarus), and carcasses of bowhead whales (Balaena mysticetus) 

taken in native subsistence hunts or available through natural strandings (Lowry et al. 

1987; Calvert and Stirling 1990; Smith and Sjare 1990; Miller et al. 2004). Although 

bowheads are low in most OC contaminants due to their relatively lower trophic position, 

many ringed seals, walruses, and beluga whales have OC concentrations similar to those 

found in some polar bears (Muir et al. 1995; Wade et al. 1997; Kucklick et al. 2002).

The relative importance of trophic transfer for OC exposure varies among 

organisms and chemicals. Therefore, relationships between trophic position, as measured 

by 815N, and OC burdens have been used to better understand the biomagnification of 

OCs with each trophic transfer in the arctic marine food web (Fisk et al. 2001; Polischuk 

et al. 2001; Hobson et al. 2002; Moisey et al. 2001; Hoekstra et al. 2003). OC 

concentrations range widely in polar bears, often exceeding their prey; however, the age, 

sex, body condition, location of capture, or lipid composition of tissues have not fully 

explained this range in contaminant concentrations (Muir et al. 1988; Norstrom et al. 

1988; Norstrom and Muir 1994; Bemhoft et al. 1997; Dietz et al. 2004; Verreault et al. 

2005). This variation may in part be due to differences in food webs among regions and 

individuals related to the availability of lower trophic level prey. Kucklick et al. (2002) 

found that OC biomagnification factors in the ringed seal-polar bear food chain varied by 

region, which further suggested variation in polar bear diet across the North American 

Arctic. These findings led this study to use a larger sample size over a broad geographic



range, and to include dietary information gained through analysis of C and N stable 

isotopes to examine their effects on OC concentrations in polar bear fat.

Chapter 1 utilizes 813C and 515N analyses in packed blood cells to describe the 

feeding ecology of southern Beaufort Sea polar bears. Stable isotope signatures of 

individual polar bears and their prey were used to produce estimates of the importance of 

ringed and bearded seals and the contribution of lower trophic level prey items, such as 

bowhead whale, in their winter diet. This information is crucial for assessing exposure to 

toxic chemicals through the food chain.

Chapter 2 examines the relationship between trophic level and concentrations of 

highly recalcitrant PCBs and OC pesticides in polar bear adipose tissue. We consider the 

application of “congener profile” to help discern trophic relationships, and assess the 

influence of numerous biological factors and how they, may explain the variability 

observed in OC concentrations in the southern Beaufort Sea population of polar bears.
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CHAPTER 1 

Variation in winter feeding ecology of southern Beaufort Sea polar bears inferred 

from stable isotope analysis

1.1 Abstract

Polar bears ( Ursus maritimus) are a top carnivore in the arctic marine ecosystem, 

with ringed seals (Phoca hispida) representing the majority of their annual diet. This 

dependency likely varies temporally and spatially based on the availability of ringed seals 

and other prey sources. Southern Beaufort Sea polar bears also hunt bearded seals 

(Erignathus barbatus), beluga whales (Delphinapterus leucas), walruses (Odobenus 

rosmarus), and if available, will feed on the remains o f stranded gray whales 

(Eschrichtius robustus) and bowhead whales (Balaena mysticetus), including those 

landed by native subsistence hunters. Bowhead whale, walrus, and gray whale represent 

food sources which are lower in trophic level relative to ringed and bearded seals. Stable 

isotope (C and N) analysis was used to determine the contribution of low trophic level 

prey in the diet of 139 free-ranging polar bears sampled along Alaska’s Beaufort Sea 

coast in spring 2003 and 2004. The 815N values of polar bear packed blood cells ranged 

from 18.2%o to 21.4%o with a mean of 19.5%o (SD=0.7) in 2003 and 19.9%o (SD=0.7) in 

2004. Two-element three-source mixing models indicated that lower trophic level prey, 

such as scavenged bowhead whale carcasses, may have composed 11-26% (95% Cl) of 

the diet o f Southern Beaufort Sea polar bears in 2003, and 0-14% (95% Cl) in 2004.
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1.2 Introduction

Polar bears (Ursus maritimus) are a top carnivore in the arctic marine ecosystem. 

They hunt and scavenge opportunistically and feed on a variety o f marine mammals 

(Stirling and Archibald 1977; Lowry et al. 1987; Calvert and Stirling 1990; Rugh and 

Shelden 1993; Derocher et al. 2002). A detailed understanding of their diet is crucial for 

assessing potential impacts of habitat changes and exposure to toxic chemicals through 

the food chain. Polar bears depend upon sea ice for hunting, which is a highly variable 

habitat and subject to change from weather and water currents. Individuals frequently 

move over 50km per day, over ice, water, and along shorelines in search of prey and 

optimal hunting conditions near open leads and in active ice zones o f the polar pack 

(Gamer et al. 1990; Amstrup et al. 2000; Ferguson et al. 2000; Dumer et al. 2004). The 

relatively shallow nearshore waters (25-100m) are among the most productive areas in 

the arctic marine ecosystem, and support a variety of prey species available to polar bears 

(Stirling and Derocher 1993; Sakashaug et al. 1994).

Ringed seals (,Phoca hispida) are found throughout the range of the polar bear and 

represent the primary prey (Lono 1970; Smith 1980; Gjertz and Lydersen 1986; Derocher 

et al. 2002). Polar bears are highly efficient and specialized predators of ringed seals 

throughout the year (Stirling and Archibald 1977; Stirling 2002). Polar bears prey 

especially heavily on pups in their first spring (Hammill and Smith 1991; Stirling and 

0ritsland 1995; Wiig et al. 1999; Stirling 2002).

Bearded seals (Erignathus barbatus) are also available to polar bears year-round 

in the southern Beaufort Sea. Adult bearded seals are significantly larger than ringed



seals, thereby on a per animal basis providing a greater biomass than ringed seals. In 

Svalbard, Derocher et al. (2002) compiled data from 17 years of tracking bears by 

helicopter and reported the numerical composition of kills. Polar bear kills were 

dominated by ringed seal (75%), followed by bearded seal (16%) and harp seal 

CPagophilus groenlandicus) (9%). Examination of stomach contents from hunter-killed 

bears in the same area reported similar proportions of ringed and bearded seal in the diet 

o f Svalbard polar bears (L0110 1970). In the Alaskan portion of the southern Beaufort Sea, 

ringed seals also predominate although bearded seal carcasses are frequently observed (S. 

Amstrup, USGS/Alaska Science Center, pers. comm.).

In addition to ringed and bearded seals, polar bears along Alaska’s Beaufort Sea 

coast, and elsewhere in the Arctic, have been observed consuming beluga whales 

(Delphinapterus leucas) and walruses (Odobenus rosmarus) (Lowry et al. 1987; Calvert 

and Stirling 1990; Smith and Sjare 1990; Rugh and Shelden 1993). Both walrus and 

beluga are migratory species and over-winter in the Bering Sea (Sease and Chapman 

1988). The summer distribution of belugas extends along the coasts of Siberia, Alaska, 

and Canada. Groups frequently pass Barrow and other Beaufort Sea communities in 

March and April and again in September and October, generally following the bowhead 

migration, and winter in localized polynyas in the Bering Sea (Hazard 1988). Beach-cast 

walrus carcasses have been observed along the Beaufort Sea coast in June and July (J. 

George, North Slope Borough/ Department of Wildlife Management, pers. comm.), but 

fewer than 5 carcasses were recorded during aerial surveys conducted in 1995 and 1997 

(Kalxdorff 1998). Although sightings later in the year are uncommon partly due to snow



cover, availability o f beach cast walruses to polar bears in winter is likely limited, due to 

the migration of walrus to the Bering Sea in fall.

When available, polar bears will scavenge on the remains o f bowhead whales 

(Balaena mysticetus). Along Alaska’s Beaufort Sea coast, bowhead whale carcasses are 

utilized by scavenging polar bears consequent to the traditional hunt o f the Inupiat people 

(Miller et al. 2004). These Inupiat communities have harvested bowhead whales for 

generations (Reeves 2002), and currently the Alaska Eskimo Whaling Commission 

(AEWC), under the regulation of the International Whaling Commission, allows a quota 

of whales to be taken each year. Among the three whaling communities along Alaska’s 

portion of the Beaufort Sea, 26 whales were landed in fall 2002 and 13 whales in fall 

2003 (Suydam et al. 2002; Suydam et al. 2003). Following these landings, polar bear 

aggregations o f up to 60 individuals were reported around bowhead harvest sites (Miller 

et al. 2004). After butchering, the bowhead remains frequently left on shore or on floating 

sea ice are accessible to scavengers. Struck and lost whales, beach-cast whales, those 

frozen in the ice, and whales stranded after other causes of death may also become 

available to polar bears. Due to the bowhead’s large mean body size (=27,000kg), single 

carcasses may represent a massive food source for many scavengers (George et al. 2005).

Gray whales (Eschrichtius robustus) annually migrate to feed in the coastal shoal 

habitats of the Alaskan arctic from July through October (Moore et al. 2000). A 

significant gray whale hunt occurs annually in Chukotka, Russia. However, resulting 

carcasses are likely too great a distance for polar bears in the Beaufort Sea to frequently 

utilize. Although there is no subsistence hunt for gray whales in Alaska, beach cast gray



whales do occur along the coast in the summer and autumn months (J. George, North 

Slope Borough/ Department of Wildlife Management, unpublished data). These whales 

present another potential low trophic level dietary source for polar bears along Alaska’s 

Beaufort Sea coast, however the numbers available in winter are likely limited.

Most dietary studies o f polar bears have been observations of killed prey (Stirling 

and Archibald 1977; Hammill and Smith 1991; Derocher et al. 2002). The relative 

proportion of each of the potential prey species in the diet of polar bears is still poorly 

understood and likely varies greatly with cohort, location, time of year, and fluctuations 

in annual availability. Stable isotope analyses of carbon and nitrogen have been used as a 

tool for evaluating trophic relationships in the arctic marine food web (Hobson and 

Welch 1992; Atwell et al. 1998; Pauly et al. 1998; Hoekstra et al. 2002; Dehn et al. 2006a 

and b). In particular the stable nitrogen (815N) isotope composition of an organism has 

been used as an indicator o f its relative trophic position. There is generally an increase on 

the order o f 3-5%o in 515N with each trophic transfer (Hobson and Welch 1992; Kelly 

2000). This provides an integrated measure of the trophic position o f an organism over 

time (Atwell et al. 1998; Pond and Gilmour 1997). In addition to measuring between- 

species trophic relationships in the arctic marine food web, 815N and 813C values have 

been used to trace dietary history and nutritional ecology within populations as well as 

movements between geographically distinct ecosystems (Abend and Smith 1995; 

Hilderbrand et al. 1996; Pond and Gilmour 1997; Hobson and Schell 1998; Bowen et al. 

2005). By using stable isotopes of two elements and mass balance equations it is possible 

to estimate the proportions o f three isotopically distinct prey items that may make up the



diet o f the predator (Hilderbrand et al. 1996; Hilderbrand et al. 1999; Phillips and Gregg 

2001; Ben-David et al. 2004).

In this study we used 5I3C and 8I5N analyses to describe the feeding ecology o f 

Beaufort Sea polar bears, focusing on three known winter foods, ringed seals, bearded 

seals and bowhead whale remains. In all metabolically active tissues carbon and nitrogen 

isotopes turn over relative to dietary shifts. This turnover rate limits estimates of 

assimilated diet to a period of several months prior to sampling (Hilderbrand et al. 1996). 

All sampling for this study occurred in March through May, therefore our data are limited 

to inferences o f polar bear diet during winter.

Ringed and bearded seals are both high trophic level predators with mixed diets 

consisting of varying proportions of fish and marine invertebrates (Lowry et al. 1980; 

Dehn et al. 2006b). Although both ringed and bearded seals occupy a similar trophic level 

as measured by 8I5N, their mean 8I3C signatures differ by approximately 1.5%o (Hoekstra 

et al. 2002, Dehn et al. 2006b). Because bowhead whale diet consists primarily of pelagic 

zooplankton, they occupy a significantly lower trophic position than that of piscivorous 

marine mammals such as ringed seals (Hobson and Welch 1992; Lowry 1993; Pauly et 

al. 1998). Hoekstra et al. (2002) indicated that bowheads are depleted by about 3.0%o in 

both 815N and 813C relative to ringed seals. Therefore, polar bears scavenging bowhead 

whale remains likely consume a diet with lower 815N and 8I3C values than bears which 

feed almost exclusively on seals. Differences in the stable isotope signatures of individual 

polar bears may make it possible to better elucidate the relative contributions o f seals and
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lower trophic level prey items, such as bowhead whale, in the winter diet o f southern 

Beaufort Sea polar bears.



1.3 Methods

1.3.1 Study area

The southern Beaufort Sea population of polar bears inhabits a region extending 

along the north coast o f Alaska and Canada from Point Lay at 163°W to Cape Perry in 

Amundsen Gulf at 125°W and extending north along the west coast o f Banks Island to 

Prince Patrick Island, Northwest Territories, Canada (Bethke et al. 1996; Paetkau et al. 

1999; Amstrup et al. 2000). However, recent studies using satellite telemetry techniques 

indicate that although individual bears typically remain in one population, there is travel 

between populations and considerable geographic overlap among bears from adjacent 

populations (Amstrup et al. 2004). Amstrup et al. (2005) indicated that this dynamic 

overlap of polar bear populations is an important factor near Pt. Barrow, where individual 

bears have about a 50% chance of originating from the southern Beaufort Sea stock and a 

50% chance of being Chukchi Sea bears. Farther east along Alaska’s Beaufort Sea coast 

this mixing becomes less pronounced and the probability of encountering a primarily 

Beaufort Sea bear near Kaktovik approaches 100%. Polar bears in the southern Beaufort 

Sea are among the most pelagic o f all polar bears, and remain primarily on the ice 

throughout the year (Gamer et al. 1990; Scribner et al. 1997; Amstrup et al. 2000), 

congregating along edges around open water (Dumer et al. 2004). Alaska’s Beaufort Sea 

coast is a region o f highly variable ice conditions where leads of open water are 

frequently found throughout the year, and sea ice coverage varies from continuous 

coverage between November and May to approximately 50% open water in late summer
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(Dumer et al. 2004). The coastline is characterized by low-lying barrier islands, wet 

tundra and estuarine areas.

1.3.2 Polar bear captures

Polar bear studies were conducted from Barrow (71°16’N, 156°47’W), Endicott 

island (70°18’N, 147°52’W), and Kaktovik, Alaska (70° 08’N, 143° 34’W). Bears were 

captured out to 80km offshore in the area between Barrow and Demarcation Point 

(69°70’N, 141°00’W) (Figure 1.1). Polar bears were captured by injecting intramuscular 

immobilizing drugs contained in projectile syringes fired from a helicopter using Cap- 

chur equipment (Palmer Chemical Co., Douglasville, Georgia 30133, USA). The drug 

used was a 200mg/ml solution of tiletamine hydrochloride and zolazepam hydrochloride 

(Telazol®, Warner-Lambert Co.) (Amstrup et al. 2000). The dose delivered was 

approximately 8.9mg Telazol® per kilogram body weight, and time to sternal recumbency 

ranges between <1 and 14 minutes for a successful single dose injection (mean 4.3 min) 

(Stirling et al. 1989; Amstrup et al. 2001). Sampling occurred from March through May, 

2003 and 2004. All capture procedures were reviewed and approved by independent 

animal care and use committees. Sex was determined, weight was estimated (Dumer and 

Amstrup 1996), and physical condition was visually assessed for all captured bears. 

Newly captured bears were marked with a tattoo and ear tag, and a vestigial premolar was 

extracted to determine age by counting cementum annuli (Calvert and Ramsay 1998).



1.3.3 Sample collection and $ 5N  and analysis

Blood (5ml) was collected from the femoral vein or artery of 43 polar bears (19 

females and 24 males) in spring 2003, and 96 bears (55 females and 41 males) in 2004. 

Vacutainers® (without anticoagulant) of whole blood were centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 5 

min. using a clinical 1EC centra CL2 centrifuge. Serum was transferred into a separate 

vial using a standard transfer pipette, and packed blood cells were frozen at -20°C for 

analysis o f 815N and 813C. Eight samples of Pacific walrus muscle tissue collected by 

Native subsistence hunters on St. Lawrence Island in May and June 2002 were obtained 

from The University o f Alaska Museum of the North, Mammal collection, Frozen Tissue 

Collection (http://www.uaf.edu/museum/mammal/). Walrus muscle samples were 

analyzed for 815N and 8,3C.

Stable isotope analysis was conducted at the Alaska Stable Isotope Facility at the 

University of Alaska Fairbanks. All samples were freeze-dried and homogenized into a 

fine powder using a mortar and pestle. Using a Sartorius M2P electronic microbalance, 

aliquots of 0.2 to 0.4mg of the tissue were measured into a tin capsule and analyzed for 

stable nitrogen and carbon isotope ratios using a Carlo Erba NC 2500 elemental analyzer 

coupled to a Finnigan Delta+ continuous-flow isotope-ratio mass spectrometer via a 

ConFlo III for continuous flow measurements. For quality assurance and control, all but 

three samples were analyzed in duplicate. The mean isotope value of the duplicate 

samples was then calculated for each bear and used in all further diet analysis. Analysis 

of a peptone standard (Sigma Chemical Company) during the sample run for both 815N 

and 813C gave analytical precision o f ±0.1 %o and ±0.2%o, respectively.

http://www.uaf.edu/museum/mammal/


1.3.4 Statistical analysis

General linear models (GLM) were used to examine relationships between 815N 

and 513C signatures and age, sex, weight, and location of capture. First, a 2-factor 

ANOVA was used to detect any effects of sex, capture location, or their interaction, on 

the stable isotope signatures. We removed nonsignificant interactions from the final 

models based on type III mean square errors. The assumptions of equal variance and 

normality o f the residuals were assessed (Shapiro-Wilk >0.05). If the distributions of 

isotope values were not normally distributed within one or more groups, a 2-factor 

ANOVA was run on the normal scores and the results were compared to the ANOVA on 

the raw isotope data and examined for differences (Conover 1999). Because age and 

weight were highly correlated in 2003 (r=0.573, n=41, p<0.0001) and 2004 (r=0.539, 

n=90, p<0.0001), a multiple regression model could not be used to test for the effects of 

age and weight on isotope signatures. Therefore, simple linear regression models were 

used to compare isotope signatures to the variables age and weight independently. All 

analyses were conducted using SAS version 8.0 (SAS Institute 1990), and a was set at 

0.05.

To estimate prey composition in the polar bear diet, 813C and 815N values were 

used from the packed blood cells of all polar bears (n=139) and from walrus muscle 

(n=8). Stable isotope data published by Hoekstra et al. (2002a) on bowhead whales 

collected during the fall whale harvest at Barrow (n=21), ringed seals (n=33) and bearded 

seals (n=6) collected in Barrow, and beluga whales (n=22) collected at Pt. Lay Alaska 

1998 and 1999, were used in this analysis (Figure 1.2). All seal and whale isotope values



were obtained from muscle samples collected by subsistence hunters in the Barrow and 

Pt. Lay areas. Initially the Isosource model (Phillips and Gregg 2003) was used to 

examine possible contributions of walrus and beluga whale together with ringed seal, 

bearded seal and bowhead whale in the winter diet of these polar bears.

We used a linear mass balance equation for the two-element three-source mixing 

model to estimate relative contributions of each of three prey species to the winter diet o f 

all sampled polar bears (Phillips 2001; Robbins et al. 2002). This incorporated bearded 

seals, ringed seals and bowhead whales into diet estimates for all polar bears and allowed 

us to compare indices of the polar bears diet between sample years.

Although variability in source and mixture signatures is often reported, 

confidence interval calculations for source proportions typically use only the mixture 

variability and do not include variability in the isotopic sources. Therefore, the Isoerror 

model (Phillips and Gregg 2001) was used to calculate confidence intervals around the 

diet estimates of the three source mixing models. Isoerror models do not use sources as 

fixed values but take into account both the variability among polar bears and the 

variability in stable isotope signatures inherent within each of three primary prey species. 

This allows us to represent diet ranges based on 95% C.I. to better incorporate natural 

variability in feeding ecology among individual animals.

Predicted 815N fractionation rates from diet to polar bear blood were calculated 

using the equation published by Hildebrandt et al. (1996) for use in black bears (Ursus 

americanis), which scales the fractionation rate to the 615N concentration of the prey 

consumed. In blood and muscle, 513C values closely represent the food type consumed



and change little with trophic transfer (Tieszen et al. 1983; Peterson and Fry 1987; 

Klaassen et al. 2004). Trophic enrichment o f 8l3C is very likely less than 1.0%o per step, 

and most studies indicate rates between +0.0%o and +0.5%o being appropriate for the 

fractionation from the diet to the cellular portions o f blood in mammalian carnivores 

(Roth and Hobson 2000; Ben-David and Schell 2001; Kurle and Worthy 2002). Data are 

presented for models using zero increase in 8I3C from the diet into the cellular portions o f 

blood. Hilderbrand et al. (1996) reported zero 8I3C fractionation into black bear blood for 

a diet with a 513C value between that of ringed and bearded seals (=-18.0%o).



1.4 Results

Stable isotope signatures of polar bears varied significantly between 2003 and 

2004 [8I5N (t=3.12, df=l37, p=0.002) and 513C (t=3.01, df=137, p=0.003)]. Among the 

43 polar bears sampled in spring of 2003, 8I5N values ranged from 18.15%o to 20.65%o 

with a mean value of 19.5l%o (0.70 SD), and SI3C values ranged from -19.52%o to - 

17.52%o with a mean of-18.88%o (0.42 SD) (Table 1.1) (Figure 1.3). Trophic level, as 

calculated from the 8I5N values (Hoekstra et al. 2002), ranged from 4.2 to 4.9 with a 

mean o f 4.6. Among the 96 polar bears sampled in 2004, 815N values ranged from 

18.25%o to 21.36%o with a mean value of 19.90%o (0.68 SD) and 8I3C values ranged from 

-19.54%o to -17.43%o with a mean of-18.61%o (0.53 SD) (Table 1.2) (Figure 1.4). The 

range in trophic level among the 2004 polar bears was slightly broader relative to those 

sampled in the previous year, and ranged from 4.2 to 5.0 with a mean of 4.7. In walrus 

muscle, 815N values ranged from 12.36%o to 13.82%o with a mean of 13.32%0 (0.46 SD) 

and 813C values ranged from -18.59%o to -16.41%o with a mean of-17.03%o (0.67 SD) 

(Table 1.3).

1.4.1 S,5N  isotope analysis

When bears sampled in 2003 were grouped by sex and capture location, 815N 

departed significantly from a normal distribution (Shapiro-Wilk Test, p<0.05). 

Transformation of the 8I5N data did not improve normality. Therefore, separate 2-factor 

ANOVA’s on the raw 8I5N data and on the normal scores o f 8I5N were used, and the 

results were compared (Conover 1999). Because the results of the ANOVAs did not



differ substantially, we used the results derived from the raw data. No significant 

differences in 815N values between sexes (F=1.14[it39], p=0.292) or among the three 

capture locations (F=0.19[2,39]5 p=0.830) in 2003 were noted (Figure 1.5). In 2004 sample 

size was larger and there were no significant departures from normality (Shapiro-Wilk 

Test, p>0.05). Females had about 0.4%o higher 815N values than males (F=10.10[i>92], 

p=0.002). No significant effect o f capture location on the 815N values was evident 

(F=0.42[i>92], p=0.659).

No significant differences in 515N signatures between females with cubs-of-the- 

year and those without cubs were detected in 2003 (F=1.13[i,4i], p=0.307) or in 2004 

(F= 1.01 [1,53], p=0.320). 815N values did not vary significantly with the age o f the bears 

(F=l.82[i,4i], p=0.185) in 2003 or 2004 (F=3.49[i,93], p=0.065). 5l5N values were also 

independent of bear weight in both 2003 (F=3.06[i,4i], p=0.088) and 2004 (F=0.12[if89]> 

p=0.727).

1.4.2 S13C isotope analysis

We compared S13C values among capture locations and between sexes using a 2- 

way ANOVA. There were no departures from normality for the residuals (Shapiro-Wilk 

Test, p>0.05). In 2003, 513C values did not differ significantly between sexes 

(F=3.64[i,37], p=0.064). However, 5,3C values did vary by capture location (F=3.30[2,37], 

p=0.048), and by the interaction of sex and capture location (F=4.40[2,37], p=0.019) 

(Figure 1.6). This variation was driven by a 0.6%o difference between the mean 513C 

values of males (n=8) and females (n=7) sampled near Barrow in 2003. In 2004, 813C



values varied significantly by location and at Barrow were 0.5%o higher than bears 

sampled farther east (F=10.67[2,92], p<0.005). 813C values did not differ significantly 

between sexes in 2004 (F=0.16[i>92], p=0.687).

513C values did not vary significantly with age of bears in 2003 (F=3.74[it4i], 

p=0.060) or in 2004 (F=0.02[i93], p=0.894) when sex and capture location were pooled. 

Polar bear weight in 2003 varied significantly with 513C (F=7.70[i,4i], p=0.0085). 

However, when bears were separated by sex, 513C values were not significantly 

correlated with weight in males or females (F=3.70[i,22], p=0.068), (F=1.06[ifn], p=0.319), 

respectively. In 2004, 513C values did not vary significantly with polar bear weight 

(F=2.46[I.89], p=0.120).

1.4.3 Mixing models

Using the Isosource model designed by Phillips and Gregg (2003) we attempted 

to incorporate ringed and bearded seals, bowhead and beluga whales, and walrus into a 

possible diet model for southern Beaufort Sea polar bears. However, the models produced 

results that were highly variable and difficult to interpret. The diet proportions estimated 

by this model were: 2003 - ringed seals 0-82% of diet, bearded seals 0-21%, bowheads 8- 

20%, walruses 0-8%, and belugas 0-89%, and 2004 - ringed seals 0-94% of diet, bearded 

seals 0-20%, bowheads 0-8%, walruses 0-8%, and belugas 0-97%. Although the 

Isosource models may tend to overestimate the importance of small dietary sources and 

underestimate primary dietary components (Phillips 2001), they agree that walruses were 

the smallest component of the diet. The maximum possible estimate of 8% walrus in the
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diet was not exceeded whether or not we included beluga whales in the models. Due to 

this evidence, along with knowledge about their relative absence in the winter months, 

walruses were eliminated as an important food source from further models. Because of 

the similarity in 515N and 613C signatures between ringed seals (16.9 5 15N, -18.7 613C) 

and beluga whales (16.6 515N, -18.7 613C), these species were poorly differentiated by the 

model. Therefore this method did not satisfactorily account for beluga whales, so we 

eliminated them from further calculations. With only ringed seals, bearded seals, and 

bowhead whales incorporated as the three most likely fall and winter food sources, linear 

three part mixing models could be used.

The Isoerror model (Phillips and Gregg 2001) was implemented to explain 

variation in the estimates of mean diet stemming from both the variability among 

individual bears and the variability inherent in the three dietary sources, and incorporated 

them into our estimates of polar bear diet. The Isoerror models produce a range of 

possible dietary proportions based on the variability within the diet sources and 

variability among polar bears. Point estimates are also produced but are clearly an 

oversimplification of the natural variability o f actual food web dynamics and composition 

o f carbon and nitrogen stable isotopes (Ben-David and Schell 2001). Instead the range of 

diet percentages bounded by the 95% confidence interval should be used as a general 

index of feeding ecology for the average polar bear within the sample population.

In 2003 the model indicated that the diet consisted primarily of ringed seals, 

which represented 42%-87% (95%CI) with a mean of 64% of the overall diet (Figure 

1.7). In this model, bearded seals composed a possible range of l%-34% (95%CI) with



mean point estimate of 17% of the diet. Bowhead whales represented a similar dietary 

proportion, with a range of 11%-26% (95%CI), and a mean estimate of 18%. Results 

from 2004 indicate there may have been a nearly complete dependence on seals for many 

bears. Ringed seals were estimated at 53%-100% (95%CI) mean, 77%, of the polar bear 

diet, while bearded seals comprised an estimated 0%-35% (95%CI) mean, 16%. The 

relative mean contribution of bowhead whales was low ranging between 0%-14% 

(95%CI) with an average estimate of 6% of the diet.

In both years, the large range in isotope values suggested variation in winter diets 

among individuals (Figure 1.3). Point estimates using the isoerror model for maximum 

and minimum pairs of 513C and 815N values produce a range in proportional estimates for 

ringed seals as prey from 0% to 100%. The extreme estimates for bowhead whales as 

food for polar bears ranged from 0% to 59%. Although the mean estimates for bearded 

seal consumption were low, individual bears may have consumed a high proportion of 

bearded seals, as the range between minimum and maximum estimates for contribution of 

bearded seal was enormous, from 0% to 97% of the diet.



1.5 Discussion

5,5N and 813C values of both muscle tissue and the cellular fractions o f blood 

have been used to infer the feeding ecology of marine and terrestrial carnivores (Hobson 

et al. 1996; Roth and Hobson 2000). Both muscle and blood are enriched predictably with 

trophic level; however, the metabolic rates of different tissues of an organism and the 

physiological state of the animal will determine the rate at which stable isotopes turn over 

(Tieszen et al. 1983; Roth and Hobson 2000).

Many studies of feeding ecology have used muscle samples. Muscle is generally 

considered to accurately represent the whole body isotope signature of an organism 

(Kelly 2000). This study used the cellular portions of blood (packed cells) to infer dietary 

differences among polar bears. Blood has the distinct advantage that collection is 

relatively easy in the field, and allowed us to minimize time spent with each bear.

The fractionation rates of both nitrogen and carbon isotopes from the diet into the 

cellular portions of blood have been studied in black bears (Ursus americanus), red foxes 

( Vulpes vulpes), harp seals (Pagophilus groenlandicus), and northern fur seals 

(Callorhinus ursinus) (Hilderbrand et al. 1996; Roth and Hobson 2000; Hobson et al. 

1996; Kurle and Worthy 2002). Kurle and Worthy (2002) report an increase of +4.1 %o in 

the packed blood cells of captive northern fur seals relative to their diet. In a study on 

captive harp seals, Hobson et al. (1996) found that the mean increase for muscle, +2.4 %o, 

was greater than for whole blood, +1.7 %o. This difference is smaller than that produced 

for non-diving mammals and Hobson et al. (1996) suggested that the discrepancy may be 

influenced by the higher hemoglobin and hematocrit levels in diving mammals. In a



subsequent study on captive red foxes, Roth and Hobson (2000) found 815N to be higher 

by 3.5 %o in muscle and 2.7 %o in the cellular fraction of blood relative to the diet. 

However, Hilderbrand et al. (1996) reported that fractionation rates of blood cells, 

plasma, and muscle were similar in captive mice, rabbits, and black bears, and indicated 

that 515N fractionation may decrease at higher trophic levels. When we applied their 

model for 515N fractionation to the 515N signature of ringed seals we obtained a suggested 

+3.2%o. As these are the only data available (Hilderbrand et al. 1996) for any bear species 

maintained on a known diet it may be most appropriate for the polar bear models. 

However, we recognize this comparison has limitations as polar bears are likely to 

consume little vegetation, and have higher lipid content in the diet than black bears.

7.5.7 Diet composition

Our mixing models support evidence that seals form the majority of the winter 

diet of polar bears in the southern Beaufort Sea, with ringed seals as the major prey item 

(Stirling and Archibald 1977; Stirling and Oritsland 1995; Stirling and Lunn 1997; 

Derocher et al. 2002). In both years of our study, ringed seals were the primary prey 

source and, particularly in 2004, our estimates indicated a high dependence on ringed 

seals. This supports data from the eastern Beaufort Sea where decreases in polar bear 

natality and survival of subadults were reported following a reduction in the production 

of ringed seal pups due to unusually heavy ice conditions in spring (Stirling and Lunn 

1997; Stirling 2002). Although up to 80% of ringed seals killed by polar bears are young 

of the year (Stirling 2002), our study reinforces years of field observations suggesting



that even during winter months, before seal pups are available, ringed seals are the 

primary prey species. However, aerial observations around Svalbard indicated that 

although ringed seal represent a majority o f the polar bear diet (75%), bearded seal and 

harp seal were important and aggregations of polar bears feeding at beluga and sperm 

whale carcasses were noted (Derocher et al. 2002).

Although less abundant than ringed seals, bearded seals are widely distributed 

along Alaska’s Beaufort Sea coast. However, population estimates are uncertain and 

bearded seal availability to polar bears in this region is not well defined. Although 

Beaufort Sea polar bears were hypothesized to prey to a lesser extent on bearded seals as 

compared to ringed seals, they were expected to be an important dietary source (Lon# 

1970; Stirling and Archibald 1977; Derocher et al. 2002; Stirling 2002). According to our 

models, some bears likely consumed a relatively high proportion of bearded seals. 

However, for the sample population as a whole, bearded seals composed less than 18% of 

the estimated overall diet in either sample year. Although these estimated proportions of 

ringed and bearded seals may be accurate, high proportions of fat in the diet may have 

resulted in relatively lower 513C signatures in polar bear blood than expected from a lean 

tissue diet. A lower 513C enrichment rate stemming from the high fat diet likely made it 

difficult to differentiate ringed seals and bearded seals in our model. This may have 

caused us to underestimate bearded seals in the diet, thus artificially inflating our ringed 

seal estimate. Therefore, our interpretation must be viewed with caution.

Numerous studies of polar bear feeding ecology have noted a dietary preference 

for fat (Stirling and McEwan 1975; Stirling 2002). Stirling and 0ritsland (1995) reported



that polar bears which are not faced with nutritional challenges will strip the skin and 

blubber layer from seals and consume this energy rich tissue and leave the rest o f the 

carcass behind. However, many carcasses are also consumed either by the bear that made 

the kill, or by following bears and other scavengers, and some carcasses are almost 

entirely consumed (Amstrup, US Geological Survey/ Biological Resources Division, 

personal communication). Beaufort Sea polar bears are reported at their lowest seasonal 

body weights in late March, before ringed seals pup (Stirling 2002). It seems unlikely that 

all bears will be at such a high nutritional plane in winter that they will abandon carcasses 

and not return to feed, or that other bears will not eat remains. In a 153-day feeding study, 

polar bears in captivity consumed 20+2 % meat and viscera when allowed to select 

between meat and blubber in the diet (Best 1985). Polar bears must satisfy dietary 

requirements for vitamins, protein and calories, and cannot rely solely on endogenous 

production (Kenny et al. 2004). A diet of intermediate composition of fat and lean tissue 

optimizes energy intake and better satisfies the necessary protein calorie ratio (Best 

1985). Although bears at a top nutritional plane may rely on fat, the entire population 

may not be solely fat dependent. Small portions of muscle and viscera are likely 

consumed with the blubber by many bears (Stirling and McEwan 1975; Stirling and 

Archibald 1977; Smith 1980; Best 1985).

Isotope values from prey used in this study to infer polar bear diets were derived 

from muscle samples. Data on the isotope signature of adipose tissue relative to muscle is 

limited. Previous studies have stressed that analyzing lipid rich tissues can lead to 

significantly lower 513C ratios (Kurle and Worthy 2002). Lipids consist primarily of



carbon, hydrogen and oxygen, with little nitrogen. In northern for seals, Kurle and 

Worthy (2002) found that 513C ratios in fat were depleted by >6%o relative to muscle 

samples, but 815N values were similar in fat and muscle tissues. Additionally, Tieszen et 

al. (1983) reported that in gerbils (Meriones unguienlatus) held on a constant diet, fat was 

depleted by as much as 5.6%o in 513C relative to muscle tissue.

Due to the low nitrogen content of adipose tissue, it is likely that any differences 

in 515N isotope signatures between dietary fat (blubber) and muscle may have been 

masked by the higher nitrogen content of muscle (Figure 1.8). Any difference in 615N of a 

diet based on fat or muscle may be small and difficult to detect. However, due to the 

large diffrence in 513C between muscle and blubber we would expect to see noticeable 

differences between diets based entirely on fat vs. lean tissue. The mean 513C signature of 

bears in both years of this study fell between that of ringed seal and bowhead whale 

muscle. Because 513C values change little with trophic enrichment (Kelly 2000), the 

isotope signature of a polar bear diet based on fat should be depleted in 513C relative to 

muscle. Although fat is extremely important in polar bear diet, and may be preferentially 

consumed, our data lead us to the conclusion that muscle and organ meat is an important 

source of dietary nitrogen for southern Beaufort Sea polar bears in winter. However, 

uncertainty of the effect on the high fat diet on 513C enrichment in the polar bear likely 

reduced our ability to distinguish between similar dietary sources using only 513C.

Further studies incorporating stable isotope analysis of seal fat as well as muscle and 

organs are needed to folly answer this question.



The majority o f bowhead whale carcasses become available to polar bears after 

the autumn whale hunt, which follows the bowhead migration westward into the Chukchi 

and Bering seas. Autumn whale hunting generally starts in September in Kaktovik and 

continues through mid October in Barrow (Suydam et al. 2002). In fall 2002, Barrow 

harvested 19 of the 26 whales captured along the Beaufort Sea coast. After the whales are 

butchered, polar bears have been recorded at their highest densities around bowhead 

carcasses in October preceding the formation of shore-fast ice. At this time, the lack of 

freshly formed nearshore ice may limit seal hunting in shallow waters where seal 

densities are thought to be highest (Amstrup et al. 2000). In September and October,

2002, Miller et al. (2004) reported aggregations of up to 44 bears at the bowhead 

carcasses near the village of Kaktovik and 4 bears at the bowhead remains at Cross Island 

(70°29’N, 147°59’W). Similarly, up to 60 polar bears were observed, at bowhead whale 

remains in fall 2002, at Point Barrow (71°16’N, 156°47’W) (North Slope Borough 2002, 

unpublished data). During winter, individual bears were observed feeding on the 

carcasses at Barrow and other sites where bowhead remains were available (J. George, 

North Slope Borough/ Department of Wildlife Management, pers. comm.). Polar bears 

continued to visit these carcass remnants in March of the following spring (pers. obs.).

Following the fall 2003 whaling season in which the community o f Barrow took 

only 6 o f the 13 whales landed by the three whaling communities along Alaska’s 

Beaufort Sea coast, the remains o f the whales were pushed into the water, which made 

them largely unavailable to scavenging polar bears at Pt. Barrow (North Slope Borough

2003, unpublished data). The combination of fewer whales taken, and changes in carcass



management practices by the community, greatly reduced the potential number of 

carcasses available to bears that winter. Polar bear surveys in fall 2003 recorded 

maximums of 61 and 6 bears at the Kaktovik and Cross Island bowhead remains, 

respectively. Reports for Barrow were much lower in 2003, possibly due to the lack of 

carcasses available to scavengers (J. George, North Slope Borough/ Department of 

Wildlife Management, pers. comm.).

Bowhead remains from the subsistence harvest are likely the most abundant lower 

trophic level food source in winter for polar bears in the southern Beaufort Sea. Struck- 

and-lost bowheads which later strand as well as bowheads and occasional gray whales 

that die independent of hunting may also be available to scavenging polar bears. Data 

suggest that stranded bowhead whales occur in small numbers along the Canadian portion 

of the southern Beaufort Sea. Aerial surveys between Demarcation Point and Amundsen 

Gulf reported 4 stranded bowheads in fall 2003, and 6 in fall 2004 (Harwood 2004).

The data suggest limited use of bowheads by polar bears, a potentially abundant 

yet highly variable food source. Significant differences in 515N values in polar bear blood 

between years may indicate varied use of lower trophic level prey. Our mixing model 

indicated that bowhead may have contributed 11-26% (95% Cl) of the diet from the 

sampled population in 2003. However, in 2004 the predicted proportion of bowhead was 

lower 0-14% (95% Cl), and possibly represented a negligible portion o f the overall diet.

In addition to varied annual use at the level o f the sample population, the range among 

individuals further suggest variation in the consumption of bowhead whale tissue or other 

lower trophic level prey among these bears.



Annual variation in the use of lower trophic level prey by polar bears predicted by 

our data are correlated with, and may have been affected by, the annual availability o f 

bowhead whale carcasses for polar bears in the southern Beaufort Sea. However, many 

other undetermined factors such as ice conditions in fall and winter may have affected 

both their access to whale remains on shore and their ability to hunt seals. Relative seal 

abundance and winter access are also difficult to determine and may have played 

important roles in polar bear use of lower trophic level prey during the study.

The Isoerror model using two isotopes is limited to three diet sources, therefore 

Pacific walrus, gray and beluga whales were not included in estimates of the winter diet. 

Although the availability of all three is expected to be limited in winter, they may have 

added additional uncertainty to our calculations. Some walrus carcasses may be available 

along the Beaufort Sea coast in winter, although their mass on a per individual basis is far 

lower than that of whales. Eight walrus sampled at St. Lawrence Island in May indicated 

a trophic level similar to that o f bowhead whale, as measured by 5!5N, although 513C 

signatures were approximately 3%o higher. Although it is unknown whether the 

individual walrus sampled were regular migrants to the Beaufort Sea, we have used their 

815N values as an estimate of the trophic position of walrus in the Beaufort, and some 

differences may exist. The mean isotopic values of gray whale (12.0%o 515N, -17.3%o 

5 13C) captured in the Bering Sea are similar to that o f walrus (13.3%o 515N, -17.0%o 5 13C) 

(Dehn et al. 2006a). Although gray whales are not present in the Beaufort Sea in winter, 

the large average body size (11m) (Varanasi et al. 1994) of a stranded gray whale carcass 

may provide scavengers with a food source into the winter months. Therefore the
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estimated proportion of bowhead whale in the diet indicated by the Isoerror model may 

include undetermined amounts of other lower trophic level prey.

The abundance and resulting availability o f beluga to polar bears in the southern 

Beaufort Sea likely vary greatly throughout the year but are limited in winter (Hazard 

1988). Belugas feed at a similar trophic level to ringed and bearded seals. Both the Sl3C 

and 515N signatures of belugas differ less than 0.5%o from those of ringed seals (Hoekstra 

et al. 2002), and we were unable to adequately differentiate them using these techniques. 

Beluga in the diet would have increased our estimate of higher trophic level prey 

particularly ringed seal, but would not affect the estimated contribution of lower trophic 

level prey.

Other possible dietary sources for southern Beaufort Sea polar bears such as 

cannibalism on other bears (Derocher and Wiig 1999; Dyck and Daley 2002) are likely 

low enough to have had a limited influence on the tissue composition of these bears. 

Additionally, urea/creatinine ratios, stable-carbon isotope analysis, and behavioral 

observations all suggest that feeding on terrestrial mammals such as caribou (Rangifer 

tarandus) is limited (Lunn and Stirling 1985; Ramsay et al. 1991; Hobson and Stirling 

1997; Derocher et al. 2000; Brook and Richardson 2002). Several caribou carcasses 

killed by subsistence hunters were available to scavenging polar bears near bowhead 

remains at Pt. Barrow in March 2003. The occurrence o f both spotted seals {Phoca 

largha) and ribbon seals (Phoca fasciata) along the Beaufort Sea in late fall and winter is 

also limited (Kelly 1988; Quakenbush 1988; Frost et al. 1993). We did not attempt to



include any o f these potential dietary sources in our models, but recognize that limited 

numbers may have been available to these bears.

Relative to non-denning females, Polischuk et al. (2001) reported a 2%o increase 

in 515N among female polar bears of western Hudson Bay which had fasted for 7-8 

months and given birth to cubs. Because fasting and lactating polar bears rely entirely on 

endogenous reserves, they are effectively feeding at a higher trophic level (Atkinson et al. 

1996). We hypothesized that the 0.4%o difference observed between males and females in 

2004 may have been driven by females with cubs of-the-year who had been fasting since 

entering dens in mid to late October and therefore may have had higher 815N values. 

However, we did not find any effect of recent denning on trophic position of females in 

this study.

1.5.2 Population comparisons

Beluga whale, gray whale and walrus may be more important for polar bears in 

the Chukchi and Bering seas and are likely available there in higher numbers than in the 

Beaufort Sea (Hazard 1988; Sease and Chapman 1988; Moore et al. 2000). Due to the 

extensive overlap of the Beaufort and Chukchi polar bear populations around Pt. Barrow 

(Amstrup et al. 2004), it is likely that many of the bears sampled from Barrow were part 

of the Chukchi Sea population and may have had increased access to various lower 

trophic level prey in winter. Bowhead remains are not expected to be as available to polar 

bears in the Chukchi Sea because there is not a regular fall harvest o f whales in this area 

(Suydam et al. 2002; Suydam et al. 2003) However, we did not find significant



differences in trophic level as measured by 815N between bears captured near Barrow vs. 

those captured farther east.

In 2004 we detected significantly higher 513C values in polar bears sampled from 

Barrow than in those sampled near Endicott and Kaktovik. In 2003 only the males at 

Barrow were significantly higher than other sites. This was possibly due to the smaller 

sample size of bears captured, which may have limited our ability to detect statistically 

significant differences among females across all three locations. Higher 5 ,3C values 

among bears captured near Barrow are likely caused by these individuals feeding to a 

greater extent in the Chukchi Sea. It is unlikely that this range of variation reflects major 

differences in feeding ecology, and may be explained by location differences between the 

Beaufort, Chukchi, and Bering seas due to the heterogeneity of stable carbon isotopes in 

zooplankton, and the fish and mammals above them in the food chain. Relatively higher 

813C signatures of the Bering and Chukchi seas have been observed in the 513C values of 

the baleen plates and muscle of bowhead whales at Barrow while migrating from the 

Bering to the Beaufort Sea (Hobson and Schell 1998; Hoekstra et al. 2002). This 

relationship has also been documented in the 513C signatures of ringed and bearded seals 

feeding near Barrow vs. those feeding farther east in the Canadian portion of the Beaufort 

Sea (Dehn et al. 2006b).

Bowhead whale remains may represent a lower trophic level dietary source for 

polar bears in the southern Beaufort Sea unavailable to polar bear populations elsewhere 

in the Arctic. Although stranded bowhead whales from both eastern and western stocks 

do occur, it is unlikely that they provide polar bears in Baffin Bay and the Canadian



archipelago with as large or consistent a source of food as does the Native subsistence 

hunt in Alaska.

Comparisons of the stable isotope values of polar bears from the southern 

Beaufort Sea to published data from Canadian subpopulations reveal lower 615N values in 

blood plasma and muscle. The 515N values reported here were significantly lower than 

blood plasma samples of 7 females with yearling cubs in Resolute (|t|-value=7.75, df=7, 

p<0.005) (Polischuk et al. 2001). In addition, our 815N values averaged 1.3%o lower than 

muscle samples obtained from 3 bears in Lancaster Sound (|t| value=3.70, df=2, p=0.070) 

(Hobson and Welch 1992); our inability to detect a difference may be due to the small 

sample size. Although the variation between polar bear populations may be due to the 

greater availability of low trophic level prey such as bowhead whale in the southern 

Beaufort Sea, the dietary relationships are far from clear, and the importance of 

alternative dietary sources such as walrus are not well understood for these populations. 

Because variation in 515N fractionation between the cellular portions of blood, plasma, 

and muscle are not clearly understood for mammalian carnivores (Hilderbrand et al.

1996; Hobson et al. 1996; Roth and Hobson 2000), differences in the timing of sampling, 

and in the tissue types analyzed may add additional uncertainty when comparing 

populations.

1.5.3 Turnover rate

Knowledge about the turnover rate of nitrogen and carbon isotopes between 

tissues is limited. Tieszen et al. (1983) reported the half-life of 513C in the muscles of



gerbils (Meriones unguienlatus) exposed to a change in diet to be 27.6 days with little 

change in isotope values after 80 days. Ben-David (1996) found that 77 days after a diet 

change in captive mink (Mustela visori) both the nitrogen and carbon isotope signatures 

of muscle were similar to that in blood cells. Voigt et al. (2003) estimated a half life o f 

100-134 days in blood among two species of bats. Klaassen et al. (2004) estimated that 

blood cells give an impression of the assimilated diet over 6 months in long-nosed 

bandicoots (Perameles nasuta). Hilderbrand et al. (1996) found isotope ratios of black 

bear red blood cells continued to change after 40 days, and that the half life followed the 

general equation:

Y ,so,ope signature =  B die« -  ( B die, -  A die, ) <-° ° 2)(d*5',)

Where Y is the isotope signature as it is predicted to change through time, A is the 

signature o f the original diet, and B is the signature of the new diet. Our isotope ratios 

likely reflect nutrients incorporated into blood cells starting at a time period previous to 

collection which is roughly two to three times longer than its isotopic half-life (Kurle and 

Worthy 2002).

Data suggest that polar bear hunting success decreases during winter due to 

changes in prey availability/distribution (Watts and Hansen 1987; Dumer and Amstrup 

1996). The peak feeding period occurs in spring and early summer when ice conditions 

are more favorable for hunting (Ramsay and Stirling 1988). If bowhead carcasses are 

consumed over winter, the relative amount of tissue available to scavenging polar bears 

will likely decrease. However, the isotope signature of lower trophic level prey may still 

be detectable in the cellular portions of blood, and may continue to represent a



measurable proportion of the diet in late winter and early spring. Although considerable 

time may have elapsed between peak consumption of bowhead tissue and our sampling 

period, the isotopic signature of lower trophic level prey was still at detectable levels.

This suggests utilization of bowhead carcasses by some scavenging polar bears in the 

southern Beaufort Sea over winter.

1.5.4 Mass balance

Mark and recapture studies on the southern Beaufort Sea subpopulation o f polar 

bears have produced population estimates that vary between 1500 and 2500 polar bears 

(Amstrup et al. 1986; Amstrup et al. 2001; Stirling 2002). These estimates include polar 

bears captured along both the Canadian and Alaskan portions of the Beaufort Sea. Most 

polar bears sampled in this study were captured within 50km of the coast, where densities 

are highest. Our estimate of the dietary contribution of near shore lower trophic level 

prey may be an overestimation when applied to the entire population of southern 

Beaufort Sea polar bears (Figure 9). Around Svalbard it appears there are two groups of 

polar bears (Mauritzen et al. 2001), one which primarily uses near shore waters and 

coastal areas, and another farther offshore on the pack ice. Mauritzen et al. (2002) 

suggested that dietary differences between groups may have caused the difference in 

space use. However, high seasonal movement rates between far off shore and coastal 

areas are well documented in the southern Beaufort Sea (Amstrup et al. 2000; Amstrup et 

al. 2004), and similar divisions between space use and diet, as described near Svalbard, 

have not been recorded.



We attempted to estimate the numbers of bowhead carcasses required to produce 

the diet proportions we have suggested for the polar bears along the Alaskan portion of 

the Beaufort Sea coast. These calculations make the assumption that bowhead whale 

made up between 5% and 20% of their annual diet during this study. Using estimates 

produced by Best (1985), which indicate an active adult polar bear requires 1825 kg meat 

or 730 kg blubber to meet yearly energetic requirements, and assuming a mixed diet of 

meat, organs and blubber, we used the value 1278 kg food needed per bear per year. We 

then used the weight of an average bowhead whale landed at Barrow, Alaska, (27,000 kg, 

George et al. 2005) and subtracted the estimated proportional weight of the skeleton, 

which we assumed was not consumable by polar bears. From this we calculated a final 

average weight available to bears from a whole bowhead whale to be 23,274 kg/whale 

(Figure 10). This indicates that fewer than 6 entire whales may be required to feed 1000 

bears at the 10% level for one year. This calculation underestimates the numbers of 

whales required because most subsistence harvested whales will have had a large 

proportion of consumable tissues removed. However, it illustrates that relatively few 

whales may be required to influence the tissue composition of polar bears with respect to 

carbon and nitrogen isotope ratios.



1.6 Conclusion

The 515N values varied over 3%o between polar bears which indicates that they 

may not be feeding on prey from a fixed trophic level. Both the mean 615N and 513C 

signatures are lower and more variable than expected for a diet consisting exclusively o f 

ice seals. Lower trophic level foods, such as bowhead whale, appear to compose a 

variable part of the winter diet of southern Beaufort Sea polar bears in some years. We 

observed differences in the mean 615N values between the two years o f the study, and 

differences between the sexes in 2004, when use of lower trophic level prey by female 

polar bears was lower. These findings suggest a high degree of variability in the 

proportion of lower trophic level prey in the diet between years, and varied use by the 

sexes. Differences may have been caused by a number of undetermined factors such as 

ice conditions and relative ice seal abundance. However, our results may have been 

affected by the high availability o f subsistence hunted bowhead whale remains for 

scavenging polar bears in fall 2003.

Because of limitations in dietary analysis using stable isotopes, fatty acid analysis 

has been used as a recent alternative for determining diet. This method assumes that fatty 

acids in prey will be incorporated, more or less unmodified, into fat of the predator 

(Iverson et al. 1997; Iverson et al. 1999). However, Grahl-Nielsen et al. (2003) found 

strong differences in fatty acid signatures between polar bears and ringed seals and 

concluded that from the fatty acid pattern of the bear’s adipose tissue it is not possible to 

draw simple conclusions regarding the relative contribution of various prey species in the 

diet. This underscores the importance of such methods as stable isotope analysis together
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with visual observations for determining a detailed summary o f polar bear diet. Satellite 

telemetry data on these bears suggests that only a small proportion of adult females were 

visiting known bowhead remains throughout the winter (Amstrup, US Geological 

Survey/ Biological Resources Division, unpublished data). Further studies incorporating 

telemetry data with estimates of diet derived from observed kills, stable isotopes, and 

counts of polar bears at subsistence hunted bowhead harvest sites are needed to folly 

understand the possible contributions of this food resource to Alaskan polar bear 

populations.

Climate change, thinning ice, and delayed ice formation may affect the numbers 

of bears on shore in fall and thus increase the numbers of bears scavenging bowhead and 

other carcasses. If freeze-up comes later in October, and ice available to polar bears is 

beyond the preferred habitat o f seals (Stirling and Derocher 1993; Amstrup et al. 2000), it 

may increase polar bear use of alternative prey. Direct observation and chemical analysis 

of feeding ecology show a role for lower trophic level prey such as bowhead whale, and 

possibly to a lesser extent walrus and gray whale, in the winter diet of polar bears in 

Alaska. The amount of lower trophic level prey in the diet likely varies greatly between 

individuals and between seasons in which the availability of bowhead and other animal 

remains and the accessibility to polar bears is not constant. Polar bears are opportunistic 

feeders and their diet should be expected to vary geographically, temporally and spatially.
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Fig. 1.1 Northern Alaska and the southern Beaufort Sea, showing the locations of Barrow, 
Endicott and Kaktovik from which polar bear captures were conducted in spring, 2003 and
2004.
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Fig. 1.2 Mean carbon and nitrogen stable isotope signatures for polar bears1 and the southern 
Beaufort Sea food web (±SE), incorporating data on zooplankton2, arctic cod2, bowhead 
whale3, beluga whale3, ringed seal3, and bearded seal3 from Hoekstra et al. (2002), and gray 
whale3 from Dehn et al. (2006a).
Superscript indicates tissue type analyzed, 1 packed red blood c e lls ,2 whole organism and,3 muscle.
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2003

813C % o  (v s . V-PDB)

Fig. 1.3 Individual stable isotope values, mean and SD of 43 polar bears captured in spring, 
2003 in Alaska. This includes means and SD for ringed seal1, bearded seal1, fall captured 
bowhead whale1, and walrus adjusted one trophic level using the predicted fractionation rates 
of SI5N and 513C into cellular portions of polar bear blood.
'Values from Hoekstra et al. 2002.
’•'Indicates pairs of 51SN and 5 I3C values used for minimum and maximum range in diet estimates.
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2004
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Fig. 1.4 Individual stable isotope values, mean and SD of 96 polar bears captured in spring, 
2004 in Alaska. This includes means and SD for ringed seal1, bearded seal1, fall captured 
bowhead whale1, and walrus adjusted one trophic level using the predicted fractionation rates 
of 815N and 813C into cellular portions of polar bear blood. 'Values from Hoekstra et al. 2002.
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Fig. 1.5 5 15N values of polar bear blood cells captured in Alaska in spring 2003 (a) and 
(b), separated by sex and capture location (±SE).
Letters indicate statistically significant differences between sexes (p<0.05)
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Fig. 1.6 513C values of polar bear blood cells captured in Alaska in spring 2003 (a) and 
(b), separated by sex and capture location (±SE).
Letters indicate statistically significant differences among locations (p<0.05)
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Fig. 1.7 Dietary proportions of the three food sources for southern Beaufort Sea polar bears 
in winters 2002-2003 and 2003-2004. All means were calculated using the Isoerror model 
(Phillips and Gregg 2001), which includes 95% Cl around all diet estimates.
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Fig. 1.9 Capture locations of all polar bears sampled along the Alaskan Beaufort Sea coast in 
the spring of 2003 and 2004.
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Fig. 1.10 Estimated numbers of bowhead whales* required to feed varying population levels 
of polar bears when whale comprises between 0 and 25% of the total diet.
*Based on entire carcass weight minus the skeleton.
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Table 1.1 Sample information for polar bears sampled for this study along the Northern 
coast of Alaska, in spring 2003.

BEAR location sex age weight kg 8 ,3C 5 ,5N

6524 Barrow f 22 220 -19.05 18.98

20170 Endicott m 20 457 -18.81 18.31
20184 Endicott m 7 284 -19.06 18.40
20221 Barrow f 4 154 -19.35 20.10
20222 Barrow f 6 178 -19.09 19.89

20223 Barrow f 9 188 -18.83 20.03
20227 Endicott f 7 199 -18.65 19.61

20228 Endicott f 6 475 -18.54 19.65
20292 Barrow m 7 251 -18.72 20.19

20293 Barrow m 22 586 -18.00 19.04
20294 Barrow m 11 404 -18.41 19.58

20295 Barrow m 6 292 -18.21 20.13

20296 Barrow m 5 264 -18.74 18.52

20298 Barrow m 11 312 -17.52 19.66
20299 Barrow f 8 158 -18.55 19.74

20300.7 Barrow m 1 67 -18.71 20.09
20301.7 Barrow m 1 70 -18.82 19.81
20413 Kaktovik f 6 375 -18.86 19.3
20424 Endicott m 7 390 -19.21 18.65
20437 Endicott m 5 311 -19.49 18.15
20441 Endicott f 12 450 -18.50 19.94
20452 Endicott f 17 199 -19.34 19.73

20468 Barrow m 11 349 -18.84 18.43
20481 Endicott m 14 366 -18.48 20.32
20485 Endicott f 9 199 -19.28 19.73
20498 Kaktovik m 8 291 -18.90 19.09

20502 Endicott f 16 272 -19.34 18.29
20525 Kaktovik f 3 188 -19.08 18.57

20528 Endicott f 9 196 -18.54 20.31
20553 Kaktovik m 4 289 -19.50 19.54
20574 Kaktovik m 3 203 -19.03 19.58
20579 Barrow f 2 133 -19.36 18.88
20597 Endicott f 9 208 -19.07 19.97

20600 Barrow f 9 165 -18.93 20.40

20610 Endicott m 1 225 -19.25 19.08
20611 Endicott m 3 217 -19.00 20.32

20615 Endicott m 1 80 -18.91 19.97
20625 Endicott m 1 66 -19.12 19.98

20635 Kaktovik f 5 213 -19.52 20.42
20636 Kaktovik m 10 423 -18.91 19.85
20637 Kaktovik m 8 324 -18.30 20.65
20645 Kaktovik m 9 383 -19.06 18.43
20649 Kaktovik m 8 459 -19.11 19.83
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Table 1.2 Sample information for polar bears sampled for this study along the Northern 
coast of Alaska, in spring 2004.

BEAR location sex age weight (kg) 8,JC 5hN
6285 Barrow f 22 226 -18.27 19.73

6336 Barrow f 22 212 -18.75 19.42

6689 Barrow f 15 228 -17.57 18.80

9412 Barrow f 26 * -18.93 19.52

20125 Barrow m 4 272 -18.78 19.15

20128 Kaktovik f 14 200 -18.63 20.29

20144 Barrow m 6 481 -18.26 20.50

20156 Kaktovik m 4 234 -18.98 19.12

20174 Kaktovik m 18 437 -18.56 20.50

20189 Kaktovik m 14 526 -18.35 20.30

20211 Barrow f 8 * -18.52 20.22
20213 Kaktovik f 9 206 -18.39 20.89

20224 Endicott f 12 202 -18.61 20.01
20228 Kaktovik f 7 243 -19.14 19.97

20230 Endicott f 10 219 -19.19 19.66

20294 Barrow m 12 412 -18.14 19.92

20342 Kaktovik m 20 377 -18.61 20.76

20356 Barrow f 16 229 -17.83 18.86

20402 Barrow m 11 * -18.15 20.41

20418 Endicott f 10 196 -18.55 19.01

20419 Kaktovik f 4 243 -18.92 19.40

20424 Endicott m 8 334 -19.04 19.46

20449 Kaktovik m 11 290 -17.98 20.89

20465 Kaktovik f 21 202 -19.21 20.93

20473 Endicott m 16 381 -18.83 19.51

20475 Endicott m 12 200 -18.56 19.81

20476 Endicott f 12 200 -19.34 20.24

20486 Kaktovik m 10 334 -19.15 19.45

20504 Endicott f 14 232 -19.16 20.33

20529 Endicott f 9 163 -17.58 20.81

20539 Endicott m 10 399 -18.63 19.33

20544 Endicott f 15 223 -19.02 20.13

20571 Kaktovik m 9 301 -19.05 19.20

20580 Kaktovik m 4 254 -18.90 18.72

20595 Endicott m 5 286 -17.91 18.84

20655 Kaktovik f 4 178 -18.41 20.97

20656 Barrow f 4 206 -18.03 20.27

20657 Barrow f 7 210 -18.69 20.40

20658 Barrow f 8 217 -17.43 20.32

20662 Barrow m 3 181 -17.95 19.85

20663 Barrow f 5 157 -19.30 20.43

20665 Barrow m 7 242 -18.38 19.88

20666 Barrow f 3 149 -18.44 21.36

20667 Barrow f 3 141 -18.49 20.27

20668 Barrow m 4 267 -17.88 18.25

20669 Barrow f 2 153 -17.56 18.89

20670 Barrow m 2 * -17.80 19.08

20671 Barrow f 10 217 -17.60 20.43



Table 1.2 2004 polar bear sample information continued.

BEAR location sex age weight (kg) - F c  ■ 8 ,5N

20674 Barrow m 19 428 -17.97 20.16

20678 Barrow m 10 323 -18.77 19.49

20679 Banrow f 12 229 -17.98 20.91

20680 Barrow m 2 161 -19.25 19.63

20681 Barrow f 4 210 -18.41 19.95

20682 Barrow f 4 165 -18.11 19.68

20683 Barrow m 1 93 -19.00 19.29
20684 Barrow m 1 89 -19.01 19.10

20685 Barrow f 4 194 -18.92 20.26

20686 Barrow m 14 343 -18.19 19.59
20687 Barrow m 1 68 -19.05 19.56

20688 Barrow f 9 209 -17.65 21.04

20692 Barrow m 2 192 -17.74 19.22
20693 Barrow f 2 135 -17.72 18.81

20694 Barrow f 6 240 -18.71 20.31
20695 Barrow m 14 596 -18.09 19.75

20696 Barrow f 5 241 -18.00 20.36
20697 Barrow f 12 197 -19.23 20.63
20698 Barrow f 2 130 -19.41 19.96

20699 Endicott f 4 120 -18.40 19.44

20700 Endicott f 5 116 -19.14 19.94

20705 Endicott f 15 203 -19.54 19.94

20710 Endicott m 4 156 -19.22 20.07

20713 Endicott f a 200 -18.73 20.83
20714 Endicott f 3 95 -19.09 20.66
20715 Endicott f 4 209 -18.01 20.49
20717 Endicott m 2 178 -19.42 19.76
20718 Endicott m 16 407 -18.33 20.44

20719 Endicott f 12 203 -18.67 20.92

20721 Endicott f 6 201 -19.46 19.14

20724 Endicott m 15 523 -18.98 19.69
20725 Endicott m 19 459 -18.79 18.99
20730 Endicott f 5 211 -19.42 20.14

20731 Endicott m 8 421 -18.74 19.62
20732 Endicott m 23 298 -18.85 20.47
20733 Kaktovik m 2 140 -18.99 19.13
20734 Kaktovik f 2 149 -19.11 19.35
20735 Kaktovik f 2 100 -19.09 19.10
20737 Kaktovik f 17 151 -18.80 20.29
20738 Kaktovik f 1 53 -18.75 20.53
20739 Kaktovik f 5 248 -18.06 19.35

20740 Kaktovik m 9 330 -19.01 18.78
20741 Kaktovik f 3 126 -18.99 19.07

20742 Kaktovik m 10 381 -18.29 19.59
20743 Kaktovik f 9 225 -19.15 20.66
20745 Kaktovik f 5 148 -18.45 20.61
20752 Kaktovik m 10 271 -18.64 20.79
32249 Kaktovik f 9 * -19.48 20.96

•weight data not available
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Table 1.3 Sample information for Pacific walrus samples collected on St. Lawrence Island 
in May and June, 2002.

WALRUS location sex 5I3C 5,5N
AF57851 (Mamm 88512) St. Lawrance Is. f -16.93 13.82

AF57854 (Mamm 88514) St. Lawrance Is. m -16.40 13.27

AF57850 (Mamm 88513) St. Lawrance Is. f -16.71 12.36

AF57866 (Mamm 88511) St. Lawrance Is. f -18.59 13.05

AF57893 (Mamm 88515) St. Lawrance Is. m -17.06 13.23

AF57894 (Mamm 88516) St. Lawrance Is. m -17.07 13.66

AF57895 (Mamm 88517) St. Lawrance Is. m -16.76 13.60

AF57896 (Mamm 88518) St. Lawrance Is. m -16.65 13.52
* Isotope values were not determined for AF57867 (Mamm 88510) and AF57875 (Mamm 88509) due to possible contamination of 
samples in the field (J. Haddix, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service/Marine Mammals Management Office, pers. comm.).
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CHAPTER 2 

Dietary biomagnification of organochlorine contaminants in Alaskan polar bears

2.1 Abstract

Concentrations of recalcitrant organochlorine (OC) contaminants range widely in 

the adipose tissue o f polar bears (Ursus maritmus). The range in concentrations has not 

been explained fully by location, age, sex, condition, or reproductive status o f the bear, 

which complicates the utility o f OCs in chemical analysis o f feeding ecology. Dietary 

pathways expose polar bears to a variety of contaminant profiles and concentrations, with 

prey ranging from bowhead whale (Balaena mysticetus) as one of the least contaminated 

marine mammals to the highly contaminated upper trophic level ringed seal (Phoca 

hispida). We used stable isotopes 515N and 5I3C to estimate trophic status of 42 free- 

ranging polar bears sampled along Alaska’s Beaufort Sea coast and determined OC 

concentrations in their subcutaneous adipose tissue. SI5N values in the cellular portions 

(packed cells) o f blood ranged from 18.2%o to 20.7%o. Although many OCs appear not to 

biomagnify in polar bears, we found positive relationships in both sexes between 

concentrations o f the most recalcitrant PCB congeners and trophic level (515N) in models 

incorporating age, lipid content, and §13C. 8I5N was important in explaining variation in 

OC concentrations between individuals, indicating dietary differences and 

biomagnification of OCs among polar bears related to their sex, age, and trophic position. 

The limited number of OCs biomagnifying in the adipose tissue of polar bears precludes 

a detailed assessment of feeding ecology.



Studies of recalcitrant organochlorine (OC) contaminants in the adipose tissues of 

polar bears report a wide range in concentrations (Muir et al. 1988; Norstrom et al. 1988; 

Norstrom and Muir 1994; Bemhoft et al. 1997; Dietz et al. 2004; Verreault et al. 2005). 

This variation may indicate possible differences in feeding ecology and biomagnification 

o f OCs among regions and among individual polar bears (Kucklick et al. 2002). Although 

polar bears are top carnivores in the arctic marine ecosystem, concentrations o f OCs in 

their adipose tissue do not always exceed those of their prey (Kucklick et al. 2002). 

Concentrations of many OCs similar to those in polar bears have been reported in some 

ringed seals (Phoca hispida), walruses (Odobenus rosmarus), and beluga whales 

(Delphinapterus leucas) (Muir et al. 1995; Wade et al. 1997; Kucklick et al. 2002). 

Similarities in many OC concentrations between predators and prey are partly explained 

by the ability o f polar bears to biotransform and excrete bioaccumulative compounds that 

many other marine mammals cannot as easily eliminate (Letcher et al. 1996 and 1998). 

OC concentrations among polar bears may vary with, the age, sex, body condition, 

location of capture, or lipid composition of tissues, but these factors have not fully 

explain the large range concentrations between individuals or have not been adequately 

considered as interacting variables. This may in part be due to differences in diet related 

to the availability and use of lower trophic level prey. Kucklick et al. (2002) found that 

OC biomagnification factors in the ringed seal to polar bear food chain varied by region, 

further suggesting variation in polar bear diet across the North American Arctic.

2.2 Introduction



Their entirely carnivorous, lipid-rich diet (Stirling and McEwan 1975) exposes 

polar bears to high levels o f lipophilic organic pollutants found throughout the arctic 

marine ecosystem (de Wit et al. 2004). OC compounds generally undergo many trophic 

transfers, from phytoplankton to zooplankton to fish to seals, before reaching polar bears. 

This can result in the bio magnification of highly recalcitrant OCs in polar bear tissues. 

Ringed seals occur throughout the range of the polar bear and represent the majority of 

their annual diet (L0110 1970; Smith 1980; Gjertz and Lydersen 1986; Derocher et al. 

2002; Bentzen 2006). Ringed seals are high-level carnivores with a diet consisting 

primarily of arctic cod (Boreogadus saida) in winter and invertebrates in summer (Lowry 

et al. 1980; Dehn et al. 2006b), are exposed to high levels of contaminants, and tend to 

have relatively high concentrations of OCs in their tissues (Norstrom and Muir 1994; 

Krahn et al. 1997; Hoekstra et al. 2002b; Woshner et al. 2001).

Like other ursids, polar bears are opportunistic predators. In the southern Beaufort 

Sea and elsewhere in the Arctic, their diets also include bearded seals (Erignathus 

barbatus), beluga whales, and walruses (Lowry et al. 1987; Smith and Sjare 1990;

Calvert and Stirling 1990; Rugh and Shelden 1993). Both bearded seals and walruses 

generally have lower OC concentrations than ringed seals (Muir et al. 1995; Krahn et al. 

1997). Stranded bowheads (Balaena mysticetus) and gray whales (Eschrichtius robustus), 

and bowheads taken in native subsistence hunts along Alaska’s Beaufort Sea coast are 

also scavenged by some polar bears (Miller et al. 2004; Bentzen 2006). Because bowhead 

whales feed predominantly on zooplankton, and occupy a low trophic position, they 

contain relatively lower contaminant concentrations than other arctic marine mammals



(O ’Hara et al. 1999; Hoekstra et al. 2002b). This variation in trophic level among foods 

likely exposes polar bears in the Beaufort Sea region to varying contaminant profiles and 

concentrations.

Stable isotope analysis o f carbon and nitrogen has been used as a tool for 

evaluating trophic relationships in the arctic marine food web (Hobson and Welch 1992; 

Atwell et al. 1998; Pauly et al. 1998; Hoekstra et al. 2002a). The stable nitrogen isotope 

composition of an organism has been used to trace dietary history and nutritional ecology 

within populations or stocks as well as movements of individuals between geographically 

distinct ecosystems (Abend and Smith 1995; Hilderbrand et al. 1996; Pond and Gilmour 

1997; Hobson and Schell 1998; Hoekstra et al. 2002a). Analyses of 815N have been used 

to assess trophic level transfer of OCs in aquatic food webs (Hobson et al. 1995; Fisk et 

al. 2001). In particular, the 515N signature of an organism has been used as an indicator o f 

its relative trophic position. There is generally an increase on the order of 3-5%o in 815N 

with each trophic transfer (Hobson and Welch 1992; Kelly 2000; Kurle and Worthy 

2002). This provides a long term measure of the trophic position of an organism 

integrated over several months, which is difficult to obtain through stomach content 

analysis or short-term direct observations (Pond and Gilmour 1997; Atwell et al. 1998).

Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and chlordanes are the two most abundant OC 

contaminant groups in the adipose tissue of Alaskan polar bears (Kucklick et al. 2002). 

PCBs are industrial chemicals used worldwide in electrical equipment as flame- 

retardants, and additives in paints, sealants and cutting oils (de Wit et al. 2004). PCBs, in 

particular, have been recorded at concentrations in many polar bear tissues exceeding



those in ringed seal, beluga whale, bowhead whale, and arctic fox (Alopex lagopus) 

sampled along Alaska’s Beaufort Sea coast (Becker et al. 2000; Hoekstra et al. 2002b; 

Kucklick et al. 2002; Hoekstra et al. 2003a). The OC pesticides chlordanes (CHL), 

dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethanes (DDTs), hexachlorocyclohexane (HCH), and their by

products are also found in tissues of polar bears throughout the Arctic (Muir et al. 1992; 

de Wit et al. 2004). All have been widely applied in agriculture and have been released 

into the environment during many years of use. These recalcitrant, lipophilic compounds, 

and their metabolites tend to biomagnify in the arctic marine ecosystem due to lipid-rich 

diets and larger fat reserves of arctic marine mammals than their temperate counterparts 

(Norstrm et al. 1988; Moisey et al. 2001; Polischuk et al. 2002; Hoekstra et al. 2003b).

OC contamination may have many adverse health effects on arctic marine 

mammals (Norheim et al. 1992; Krahn et al. 1997; Beckmen et al. 2003; Oskam et al. 

2004; Lie et al. 2005). Derocher et al. (2003) found evidence for lower reproductive and 

cub survival rates in polar bears associated with environmental contaminants. Altered 

hormone levels, impaired immune systems, and impaired endocrine systems in polar 

bears have all been associated with high OC concentrations (Wiig et al. 1998; Bemhoft et 

al. 2000; Skaare et al. 2001; Haave et al. 2003; Oskam et al. 2003). In the liver tissue of 

East Greenland polar bears, Sonne et al. (2005) found evidence that histological changes 

such as chronic inflammation of liver tissues were correlated with high concentrations of 

OC contaminants but recognized that age and infectious diseases are important agents 

affecting polar bear condition.



The relative importance of trophic transfer for OC exposure varies among specific 

organisms and chemicals. Therefore, relationships between trophic position, as measured 

by 615N, and OC burdens have been used to better understand the bio magnification of 

OCs with each trophic transfer in the arctic marine food web and to calculate overall food 

web magnification factors (Fisk et al. 2001; Polischuk et al. 2001; Hobson et al. 2002; 

Moisey et al. 2001; Hoekstra et al. 2003a and b). We hypothesize that polar bears feeding 

at the highest trophic level according to 515N values will contain higher contaminant 

burdens, associated with a diet dominated by ringed and bearded seals. Bears utilizing 

measurable proportions of lower trophic level prey such as walrus, bowhead or gray 

whale (Eschrichtius robustus) remains should have lower 815N values and lower 

contaminant burdens, reflecting this dietary difference. We examine the relationship to 

trophic level, as measured by 815N in polar bear blood, with PCBs and OC pesticides 

including six individual congeners all found at high concentrations in polar bear adipose 

tissue and their prey. We also consider the application of “congener profile” to help 

discern trophic relationships. We assess the influence of numerous biological factors, and 

how they, independently or via interactions may explain the variability observed in OC 

concentrations in the southern Beaufort Sea population of polar bears.



2.3 Methods

2.3.1 Study area

The southern Beaufort Sea population of polar bears inhabits a region extending 

along the north coast o f Alaska and Canada from Point Lay at 163°W to Cape Perry in 

Amundsen Gulf at 125°W and extending north along Banks Island to Prince Patrick 

Island, Canada (Paetkau et al. 1999; Amstrup et al. 2000; Bethke et al. 1996). Although 

individual bears typically remain in one population, there is travel between populations 

and considerable geographic overlap among bears from adjacent populations (Amstrup et 

al. 2004). Amstrup et al. (2005) indicated that this dynamic overlap of polar bear 

populations is an important factor near Pt. Barrow, where individual bears have about a 

50% chance of originating from the southern Beaufort Sea, or the Chukchi Sea. Farther 

east along Alaska’s Beaufort Sea coast this mixing becomes less pronounced (Amstrup et 

al. 2005). Polar bears in the southern Beaufort Sea are among the most pelagic of all 

polar bears, and remain primarily on the sea ice throughout the year (Gamer et al. 1990; 

Scribner et al. 1997; Amstrup et al. 2000), congregating along areas o f open water 

(Dumer et al. 2004). Leads of open water are frequently found throughout the year, and 

sea ice coverage varies from continuous to approximately 50% open water in late 

summer (Dumer et al. 2004).

2.3.2 Polar bear captures

Polar bears (18 females and 24 males) ranging in age from 1 to 22 years were 

captured from March through May, 2003. Captures were conducted from Barrow
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(71°16’N, 156°47’W), Endicott Island (70°18’N, 147°52’W), and Kaktovik, Alaska (70° 

08’N, 143° 34’W). Sampling covered an area following the coast between Barrow and 

Demarcation Point (69°70’N, 141°00’W) and ranged beyond 50 km from shore (Figure 

2.1). Polar bears were captured by injecting the intramuscular immobilizing drug 

Telazol® (Warner-Lambert Co.) contained in projectile syringes fired from a helicopter. 

All capture procedures were reviewed and approved by independent animal care and use 

committees. Sex was determined, weight was estimated (Dumer and Amstrup 1996), and 

physical condition was visually assessed for all captured bears. Newly captured bears 

were marked with a tattoo and ear tag, and a vestigial premolar was extracted to 

determine age by counting cementum annuli (Calvert and Ramsay 1998) (Table 2.1).

2.3.3 Tissue sample collection and analysis

Blood (5 ml) was collected from the femoral vein or artery for 515N and 813C 

analysis. Vacutainers® (without anticoagulant) of whole blood were centrifuged at 3000 

rpm for 5 minutes using a clinical IEC Centra CL2 centrifuge. Serum was transferred into 

a separate vial, and packed blood cells were frozen at -20°C until analysis. Stable isotope 

analysis was conducted at the Alaska Stable Isotope Facility, University o f Alaska 

Fairbanks. Blood samples were freeze-dried then homogenized. Approximately 0.2 to 0.4 

mg of tissue was sub-sampled into a tin capsule and analyzed for stable nitrogen and 

carbon isotope ratios using a Carlo Erba NC 2500 elemental analyzer coupled to a 

Finnigan Delta+ continuous-flow isotope-ratio mass spectrometer via a ConFlo III. For 

quality assurance and control, all but three samples were analyzed in duplicate. The



average isotope value of the duplicate samples was then calculated for each bear and used 

in all further diet analysis. Analysis o f a peptone standard (Sigma Chemical Company) 

during the sample run for both 815N and 5I3C gave analytical precision of ±0. l%o and 

±0.2%o, respectively.

Subcutaneous fat (~1 g) was collected from the rump using a 6mm biopsy punch, 

stored in Teflon vials and immediately frozen at -20°C in the field before storage at 

-80°C until analysis. All fat samples were analyzed for 140 OCs, including PCBs, 

Chlordanes, HCHs, and DDTs, at the National Water Research Institute in Burlington, 

Ontario (Environment Canada). Fat sample preparation methods were similar to those 

described by Hoekstra et al. (2002a). Between 0.5 and 0.6 g of the fat sample was 

removed from the container. Internal recovery surrogates of 1,3,5-bromobenzene, 1,2,4,5- 

tetra-bromobenzene, delta-HCH, endrin ketone, PCB-30 and PCB 204 were added at the 

extraction step. Homogenized fat tissue was mixed with precleaned sodium sulfate to 

form a dry powder and Soxhlet extracted with dichloromethane (DCM). The DCM 

solution was reduced in volume to approximately 2 mL. The extract was applied to the 

top of a gel permeation column (GPC) to remove lipids using hexane: DCM (1:1) as 

elution solvent. Extractable lipids were determined gravimetrically on the first 150 mL o f 

GPC eluate by evaporating off the solvent. The GPC eluate was reduced to a small 

volume, quantitatively exchanged into hexane and chromatographed on activated Silica 

Gel (8 g in a 1.1 cm dia chromatographic column) to separate PCBs from other OCs. The 

silica gel was activated at 350°C for a minimum of 4 hrs; the sodium sulfate was cleaned 

by ashing at 450°C for a minimum o f 4 hrs. Endrin ketone and 1,3 dibromobenzene (1,3



DBB) were added to determine fractionation performance. Samples were transferred to 

2,2',4-trimethylpentane (iso-octane) and concentrated to 1000 jxl. Final extracts were 

stored at 4°C prior to instrumental analysis.

PCB congeners and organochlorine pesticides were determined by high resolution 

capillary GC with electron capture detection using a Hewlett Packard 6890 GC equipped 

with a 30 m x 0.25 mm, 0.25 um film thickness DB-5 column programmed at 15°C/min 

to 150°C and 3°C/min to 265°C. Carrier gas was H2 (about 1 mL/min) and make-up gas 

was N2 (40 mL/min). PCB congeners and OC pesticides were quantified by GC-ECD 

using a series of external standards based on a five-point calibration curve.

Detailed presentation of all contaminants analyzed and detected in polar bear 

subcutaneous adipose tissue is beyond the scope of this paper and will be reported 

separately along with concentrations in blood. This study was limited to only a few 

contaminants and their byproducts. Contaminants below detection limits, most co-eluting 

chemicals, and those known to have low biomagnification factors in the polar bear food 

web (Fisk et al. 2001; Hoekstra et al. 2003b) were not used. From chemicals previously 

known to be at high concentrations in bears and prey, we selected OCs that have high 

food web biomagnification factors and tend to be recalcitrant in marine mammals. This 

narrowed our study to contaminant groups (ZPCB, ICHL, IDDT, and LHCH) and 

congeners (PCB 153, PCB 180, PCB 194), and metabolites (Oxychlordane, p ’pDDE, and 

P-HCH), all o f which are found at high levels in polar bear adipose tissue and may be 

expected to respond to differences in feeding ecology.



2.3.4 Statistical analysis

First an ANCOVA was used to detect any effects of age and sex on the stable 

isotope signatures independent of contaminants. Equality o f variances was checked and 

the assumptions of normality were met (Shapiro-Wilk test p>0.05). For each 

contaminant, data were log transformed to better meet the assumptions o f regression. We 

used multiple regression models with stepwise model selection to examine relationships 

between contaminant concentrations in bears and their age, location of capture (longitude 

and distance from shore), as well as their 515N and 513C signatures. Males (n=24) and 

females (n=18) were analyzed separately. To avoid overparameterization, we limited our 

models to the five independent biological variables likely to affect contaminant 

concentrations (all variables left in the model were significant at a=0.15).

Because age and weight were correlated (Pearson’s R=0.573, n=41, p<0.0001), a 

multiple regression model could not be used to test for the simultaneous effects of age 

and weight on OC concentrations. Therefore, we selected age for further comparisons 

because age has been clearly linked with changes in OC concentrations in previous 

studies (Norstrom et al. 1988; Bemhoft et al. 1997). Longitude o f the capture location 

was also excluded because of co-linearity with 513C (F=7.10, d f =1, p=0.0111). If age 

was significant, we re-ran the model without one-year-olds included to address the effects 

of one-year olds on the relationship. Although there were only four males and no female 

one year olds, cubs have comparatively high 515N values and correspondingly high 

contaminant concentrations (Polischuk et al. 2001 and 2002). Eliminating one-year-olds
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from models reduced variability due to maternal effects of lactation and nursing which 

allowed us to better determine age related effects in juveniles and adults.

Similar to Hoekstra et al. (2003b), we calculated accumulation relative to the 

recalcitrant congener PCB153 to compare contaminant profiles of polar bears to ringed 

seals and bowhead whales as example food items of higher and lower trophic position. 

All analyses were conducted using SAS version 8.0 (SAS Institute 1990), and a = 0.05.



2.4 Results

The 515N values ranged between 18.15%o and 20.65%o in male polar bears and 

from 18.29%o to 20.42%o in females, spanning trophic levels 4.2 to 4.9, as measured by 

Hoekstra et al. (2002a). We found no significant variation in 8I5N values between sexes 

(F= l.53(1,39], p=0.263), age (F=2.53[i,39], p=0.095) or their interaction. The 5I3C of polar 

bears ranged from -19.52%o to -17.52%o and did not differ by sex (F=3.63[i,39], p=0.064) 

or by age (F=3.89(i,39],p=0.056). 813C and 815N were not significantly correlated in either 

sex (p>0.05).

In both sexes, wet weight concentrations of IPCB, PCB 153, PCB 180, ICHL, 

Oxychlordane, IDDT, and p ’pDDE were compared to biological factors, including 

trophic level as measured by 815N. IPCB is the total concentration o f all 104 PCBs 

analyzed (Table 2.2). PCB 153 (26% of IPCB) is a highly recalcitrant PCB and is 

generally the most abundant PCB in high trophic level marine mammals (Kucklick et al. 

2002). PCB 180 (12% of IPCB) is also extremely recalcitrant and is found at high levels 

in both ringed seals and polar bears (Kucklick et al. 2002). Despite a high 

biomagnification factor in many marine mammals (Bemhoft et al. 1997; Norstrom et al. 

1998; Skaare et al. 2000; Corsolini et al. 2000; Braathen et al. 2004), PCB 194 was not at 

high concentrations in these polar bears. Oxychlordane (79% of ICHL) is the dominant 

metabolite o f Chlordane in the blubber of most arctic marine mammals. The dominant 

metabolite of DDT, p,pDDE (74% of IDDT), occurs at a high proportion in both ringed 

seals and polar bears. DDT did not appear to biomagnify in the adipose tissue o f these 

polar bears.



The rank order of these contaminants by mean concentration, IPCB > PCB153 > 

ICH L > Oxychlordane > PCB 180 > IHCH > (3-HCH > ID D T > PCB194 > p,p,DDE, 

was the same for both male and female polar bears. Lipid content of the fat samples was 

the single most important factor in explaining variation in contaminant concentrations 

(wet weight) and was included as a significant explanatory variable for all models except 

for p,pDDE in female bears. Lipid content alone accounted for up to 62% of the variation 

in contaminant burdens as measured by r2 values. Polar bear age was strongly correlated 

with many OC concentrations. In males PCB 153, ICHL, and Oxychlordane 

concentrations decreased with age. However, when the four one-year-old males were 

eliminated from the regression, only ICH L and Oxychlordane decreased with age in 

males. Among females, all OC concentrations reported here, except PCB 194, decreased 

significantly with age (Table 2.3).

In both sexes the relationship between 515N and OC concentrations were 

positively correlated with several contaminant groups. Several PCB congeners, generally 

considered the most recalcitrant group of compounds in polar bear adipose tissue 

(Kucklick et al. 2002), increased significantly with 515N for all congeners studied. 515N 

was the most important variable in explaining the variation in PCB concentrations in 

male bears (Table 2.3). In males, 815N alone accounted for 38%, 40%, and 28% of the 

variation in PCB 153, 180 and 194 concentrations, respectively (Figure 2.2a and b). 

ICHL, the most abundant OC pesticide we found in polar bear adipose tissue, also 

increased in concentration with 615N in both sexes but the relationships were not as 

strong as for PCBs (Figure 2.2c). Although some points appear as outliers from the



trends, they were not consistently correlated with age, sex, or reproductive status. Weak 

relationships were found between 5l5N and IDDT, p ’pDDE and IHCH concentrations 

among males only. Oxychlordane concentrations were positively correlated with 515N 

among females only (Table 2.3).

Although neither 813C values nor capture distance from shore were as important 

as lipid content, age or 515N, incorporating these factors improved the overall fit o f our 

models and were correlated with concentrations o f several contaminants. IPCB, ICHL, 

Oxychlordane, IDDT, and p,p,DDE, decreased with 513C in females and PCB180 

decreased slightly in male bears. Capture distance from shore also improved overall 

model fit. PCB153, ICHL, Oxychlordane, IHCH, and P-HCH concentrations decreased 

slightly with capture distance from shore in female bears. In males p,p,DDE had a weak 

negative correlation with distance from shore which improved the fit o f the overall model 

(Table 2.3).

We compared contaminants relative to the wet weight concentrations o f PCB153 

in polar bear adipose tissue to blubber in ringed seal (Kucklick et al. 2002) and bowhead 

whale (Hoekstra et al. 2002b) assuming the highly recalcitrant PCB153 has the maximum 

possible biomagnification factor (Letcher et al. 1998) (Figure 2.3). Contaminant profiles 

(proportions) are more similar among individuals than actual concentrations. Therefore, 

normalizing the data relative to PCB153 reduced variation in concentration differences 

among individuals (Letcher et al. 1995; Wiberg et al. 2000). Because Kucklick et al. 

(2002) and Hoekstra et al. (2002b) analyzed differing numbers of congeners, reporting 

contaminants relative to total OC concentrations is less appropriate.



In this comparison PCB 153 is the dominant congener in polar bear adipose tissue. 

Although some Chlordanes, HCHs and DDTs are considered recalcitrant, and all 

generally exceed PCB 153 ratios in their prey, they do not appear to accumulate in polar 

bear fat relative to PCB153. ICHL, IDDT, and IHCH ratios relative to PCB153 were 

significantly lower than 1 in bears (p<0.05) and ICHL, and ID D T ratios were greater 

than 1 in ringed seals and bowhead whales (p<0.05). IHCH ratios were similar to 

PCB 153 in ringed seals but higher in bowheads (p<0.05). Among the three species, ratios 

of ICH L and ID D T to PCB 153 were significantly lower in polar bears than their prey 

(ICHL, F=51.8l[3,i90], p<0.001; IDDT, F=142.4[3,i9o], p<0.001). As reported by Letcher 

et al. (1998), and Kucklick et al. (2002), DDT and HCH in particular formed a much 

smaller proportion of the overall contaminant burden in polar bears relative to ringed seal 

and bowhead whales.



The entirely carnivorous, lipid-rich diet of polar bears exposes them to an 

increased risk of toxic effects from organic pollutants. Alaskan sub-populations of polar 

bears have comparatively lower concentrations of OC contaminants (Andersen et al. 

2001), we found a wide range in variation among individuals (IPCB: 797.1 to 6123.2 

ng/g wet weight) which was generally consistent with previous studies from this area 

(Kucklick et al. 2002; Kannan et al. 2006), and exceeds ranges of IPCBs reported for 

ringed seals or bowhead whales sampled along the north coast of Alaska (Kucklick et al. 

2002, Hoekstra et al. 2002a). Because polar bear age, sex, condition, or the location o f 

capture did not explain this variation among individuals, Kucklick et al. (2002) suggested 

that polar bears are not exclusively feeding at the top of the arctic marine food web. Polar 

bears captured along Alaska’s Beaufort and Chukchi sea coasts may have greater access 

to lower trophic level prey than many other polar bear populations. We suggest that lower 

values within this wide range in contaminant concentrations may be explained by use of 

foods such as walrus, bearded seal and hunter-killed or stranded bowhead whale remains.

Using models generated with black bear data, Hilderbrand et al. (1996) calculated 

approximately a 3.2%o increase in 815N signatures from prey to the cellular portions of 

blood in polar bears, for a diet consisting o f ringed seals. Using these values, the mean 

5 ,5N signatures found in polar bears were lower than expected for a diet consisting 

exclusively of ringed seal (Hoekstra et al. 2003b). Dietary mixing models using stable 

isotopes of N and C to determine chemical feeding ecology of these bears produced 

estimates ranging from 11-26% lower trophic level prey in the diet during the study

2.5 Discussion



period (Bentzen 2006). This apparent use of lower trophic level prey coincides with a 

particular abundance of bowhead whale remains associated with the subsistence hunts of 

Barrow, Nuiqsut, and Kaktovik, Alaska, which landed 26 whales in the fall prior to our 

sampling (Suydam et al. 2002). After the whales are butchered, varying amounts o f hard 

and soft tissues are frequently available to scavengers on shore or on floating sea ice (J. 

George, North Slope Borough/ Department of Wildlife Management, pers. comm.). 

Following this whale hunt, unusually large numbers of bears visited these whale remains. 

In September and October 2002, Miller et al. (2004) recorded aggregations of up to 44 

bears at the bowhead carcasses near the village of Kaktovik and 4 bears at the bowhead 

remains at Cross Island (70°29’N, 147°59’W), the base for the Nuiqsut whale hunt. Over 

60 bears were observed at this time around the whale remains at Pt. Barrow, Alaska. 

During winter, individual bears were observed feeding on these carcasses at Barrow and 

at other sites (J. George, North Slope Borough/ Department of Wildlife Management, 

pers. comm.), and some polar bears continued to visit these carcasses through March, 

2003 (T. Bentzen, unpublished data).

Although we did not find differences in C or N signatures between the sexes 

during this study, similar to Dietz et al. (2004), Norstrom et al. (1998), and Letcher et al. 

(1998), we analyzed the sexes separately due to possible dietary, behavioral and 

physiological differences associated with reproductive status and lactation, which may 

have affected feeding ecology or OC concentration in tissues. The 8I5N of 96 polar bears 

collected in this area in 2004 (Bentzen 2006) indicate significant differences between



males and females all along the coast and support the decision to separate the sexes in 

this analysis.

The 8I3C values were negatively correlated with longitude o f capture. It is 

unlikely that this pattern reflects major differences in feeding ecology, but is likely 

explained by chemical differences between the Beaufort, Chukchi, and Bering seas due to 

the geographic heterogeneity of stable carbon isotopes in zooplankton, fish and mammals 

in the polar bear food chain (Dehn et al. 2006a; Hoekstra et al. 2003b). Our data support 

previous studies reporting higher 8I3C values among bears, seals and bowhead whales 

feeding in the Chukchi Sea relative to those farther east in the Beaufort Sea (Hobson and 

Schell 1998; Hoekstra et al. 2002a; Dehn et al. 2006a; Bentzen 2006). Due to this 

geographic difference, the highly mobile nature of these bears (Gamer et al. 1990; 

Amstrup et al. 2000; Ferguson et al. 2000; Dumer et al. 2004) and the global distribution 

of these contaminants (de Wit et al. 2004), we hypothesize that 813C, reflecting several 

months feeding, was a better indicator of general area occupied by the bears than their 

specific location at capture. However, polar bears feeding farther west into the Chukchi 

Sea may also have potentially had greater access to benthic feeding prey such as bearded 

seal, walrus, and gray whale. These benthic feeding species have higher 813C signatures 

relative to ringed seal, which may also account for some of the differences with polar 

bear capture longitude (Hoekstra et al. 2002a; Dehn et al. 2005b).



2.5.1 Geographic comparison o f  isotopes and OCs

The S15N signature of these bears averaged more than 1.75%o lower than values 

reported for adult bears sampled in Resolute Bay (t=28.03, df=48, p<0.01, Polischuk et 

al. 2001) or Lancaster Sound (t=15.87, df=44, p<0.01, Hobson and Welch 1992) in 

northern Canada. This difference may result from the greater availability o f lower trophic 

level prey to polar bears along the north coast o f Alaska, but may also be due to differing 

fractionation factors associated with blood cells, blood plasma, and muscle tissue, 

analyzed by these studies.

Alaskan populations of polar bears generally have low concentrations of OC 

contaminants in comparison to polar bear populations throughout the Arctic (de Wit et al. 

2004). We found similar concentrations of PCBs to those reported by Kucklick et al. 

(2002), as well as low ICHL and IDDT concentrations in relation to populations in the 

Canadian, Norwegian and Russian Arctic (Norstrom et al. 1998; Muir et al. 1999; Lie et 

al. 2003; Kannan et al. 2006). The exception is HCH which tends to occur at relatively 

high concentrations in Chukchi and Beaufort Sea polar bear tissues compared to other 

populations. These higher concentrations are generally considered a result of transport 

from recent applications of HCH in Asia, and are consistent with trends in other marine 

mammals form northern Alaska (Muir et al. 2000; Hoekstra et al. 2002b, Lie et al. 2003; 

de Wit et al. 2004).

Although 513C explained little variation in contaminant concentrations, it is 

important to note the overlap of the southern Beaufort and Chukchi sea polar bear 

populations around Barrow where much of our sampling occurred. Although access to



bowhead carcasses may be similar from Barrow to Kaktovik, we expected that Chukchi 

Sea bears may have had a more variable diet, including greater access to walrus and other 

low trophic level prey. Using 513C as an indicator of Beaufort vs. Chukchi sea prey based 

feeding, we did not find strong evidence of differences in contaminant concentrations 

(Table 2.3). However, the significant increase in concentrations o f some compounds 

eastward in the Beaufort Sea, generally support the possibility o f a more diverse diet in 

the Chukchi Sea, including greater use of lower trophic level, carbon enriched, benthic 

feeders.

2.5.2 Lipid content and age

The effects of lipid content and age on concentrations of OC contaminant 

concentrations are well documented (Bemhoft et al. 1997; Norstrom et al. 1998; Fisk et 

al. 2001). Although studies indicate most OC concentrations in polar bears are affected 

by age, relationships are not clear and trends differ among OC groups, likely depending 

on various ecological and physiological factors of biotransformation. Similar to Norstrom 

et al. (1998) our data indicate a slight decrease in LPCB concentrations with age. 

However, age effects on IPCB concentrations remain inconclusive (Norstrom et al. 1998; 

Dietz et al. 2004; Kannan et al. 2006; Bentzen et al. unpublished data). The notable 

decreasing trend of ICH L we observed with age was also reported by Dietz et al. (2004) 

among east Greenland polar bears. However, Bemhoft et al. (1997) found the opposite 

among Svalbard polar bears.



It is understood that increased lipid content strongly affects OC concentrations 

along with lipid driven toxicodistribution in upper trophic level organisms. However, 

there is clear evidence that biomagnification occurs in addition to differences associated 

with lipid content of tissues analyzed (Kidd et al. 1998; Fisk et al. 2001). As expected, 

lipid content of the tissues analyzed was a significant factor in explaining OC variation 

among all OCs analyzed. We found % lipid to be the single most important factor in 

explaining variation of IChlordane, IDDT, and IHCH concentrations but not on a 

constant basis. In some cases 515N and/or age were the major drivers of relationships 

(Table 2.3). For less recalcitrant (J-HCH, (t=5.52, p<0.01, r2=0.59) more than half o f the 

observed variation in concentrations among males was explained by lipid content alone. 

We did not lipid normalize because the data show that concentrations of the contaminants 

studied are not consistently correlated with % lipid, which appeared to varyingly account 

for differences in contaminant concentrations. Because of the range in lipid relationships 

we felt that the addition of constant lipid normalization factors would unnecessarily bias 

the data. By accounting for lipid content and polar bear age within the statistical model 

we were better able to detect the effects of trophic level differences on OC 

concentrations.

2.5.3 Trophic level effects

ZPCBs, and more specifically PCB 153 and 180, dominated the OC profile of 

polar bear adipose tissue. The relationship between 515N and OC concentrations has been 

used to explain the effect of trophic level on biomagnification of OCs in the marine food



web (Hoekstra et al. 2003b; Fisk et al. 2001; Hobson et al. 1995; Moisey et al. 2001). 

Significant correlations of 515N and several of these contaminants in both male and 

female polar bears support evidence that PCB burdens increase with trophic level among 

southern Beaufort Sea polar bears (Table 2.3). IPCB, PCB153, PCB180, and PCB194 

concentrations all increased significantly with trophic level as measured by 515N. Models 

including %lipid, and 515N explained 46, 67, 62 and 43% of the respective variation in 

PCB data among male bears. Not surprisingly, PCB 153, the most recalcitrant o f PCBs, 

had the highest r2 value and 515N alone accounted for 39% of the variation. Among 

females, models also yielded significant results. However age, 513C, and capture distance 

from shore were more important in explaining variation in contaminant concentrations 

among females than males. Differences between sexes may be caused by the more 

complex contaminant pathways among females due to reproduction, extended fasting 

periods while denning, and differences in biotransformation and elimination o f 

contaminants through lactation (Letcher et al. 1998; Norstrom et al. 1998).

As a group, the OC pesticides likely undergo more biotransformation and 

elimination by polar bears than PCB 153, which was reflected in the differences in 

contaminant profiles seen between predators and example prey (Figure 2.3). In multiple 

regressions on ICHL, Oxychlordane, IHCH, 0-HCH, ID D T and p,pDDE, we found 

little or no influence of 6 ,5N within either sex, which may be explained partly by the 

ability of polar bears to biotransform some OCs via hepatic mixed function oxidases and 

excrete many potentially bioaccumulative compounds that most marine mammals cannot 

(Letcher et al. 1996, 1998). Although we found our models explained the variation in
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IC H L and Oxychlordane concentrations well (r2= 0.77 males) (^=0.95 females) and 

(r2=0.76 males) (r2=0.93 females) respectively, the effect of 815N was not as significant as 

with the PCBs. Among males, when one-year-olds were removed from the analysis, 615N 

was no longer a significant explanatory variable. This strong decreasing trend with age is 

in agreement with Dietz et al. (2004). Although IChlordanes are the most abundant 

group of OC pesticides found in polar bear adipose tissue, the proportions relative to 

PCB153 are much lower than in their prey. It is known that high concentrations of 

IPCBs may induce hepatic cytochrome P-450, which are instrumental in metabolizing 

many organic pollutants by polar bears (Letcher et al. 1998). Therefore activation of 

hepatic cytochrome P-450 isozymes in turn may also increase this biotransformation and 

clearance of chlordane and other related compounds.

Although high concentrations of IDDT and p,p,DDE have been reported in 

ringed seals, they were not strongly correlated with 815N in the polar bears we sampled. 

The relatively lower concentrations of p,p,DDE, which we observed and our inability to 

detect an increase with trophic level are likely due to the ability o f polar bears to 

biotransform many OC compounds through induction of hepatic mixed function oxidases 

(Letcher et al. 1995 and 1998; Norstrom et al. 1998). Although polar bears do contain 

high DDT concentrations relative to many other OC pesticides, our results support the 

assumption that they are not a good indicator of polar bear feeding ecology or of 

exposure of polar bears to DDT related compounds via their prey. The % lipid o f the 

samples explained the majority of the variation in HCH concentrations among all bears 

and no trophic level effects were detected. HCHs vary in recalcitrance and are more
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water soluble than many other OCs. Although found at high levels in the arctic marine 

ecosystem, our results support evidence that HCHs are readily eliminated (Hoekstra et al. 

2003b), and therefore less likely to undergo biomagnification with trophic level than 

other more lipophilic and recalcitrant compounds.

2.5.4 Capture distance from shore

We included capture distance from shore in these models to attempt to determine 

if feeding ecology, specifically the accessibility and coastal use o f lower trophic level 

prey, was greater in bears captured closer to shore. Near shore, stranded or hunter-killed 

marine mammal carcasses are more likely to be available and greater access to bearded 

seal and walrus is expected. A division between near-shore and off-shore populations was 

suggested by Mauritzen et al. (2001 and 2002) around Svalbard with similar differences 

in feeding ecology. Our results were inconclusive and difficult to interpret, but higher OC 

pesticide concentrations in near shore bears, but not PCBs, may be an indication o f bears 

scavenging on bowhead remains. However, because of the large distances which these 

bears are known to travel on a daily basis, we stress that specific capture locations are 

unlikely to be an accurate measure of pelagic vs. coastal habitat use. Satellite telemetry 

data are being collected, which may help elucidate these possible space use patterns and 

could be incorporated into future studies. However, distinct near shore and offshore 

populations have not been reported off the north coast of Alaska (Amstrup et al. 2000 and 

2004).
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2.6 Conclusions

Strong positive relationships were found between the concentrations o f several 

highly recalcitrant OC contaminants (wet weight) and trophic level, as determined from 

8I5N analysis o f polar bear blood cells. This emphasizes the role of polar bear diet and the 

biomagnification and subsequent tissue concentrations of these compounds. The 

differences we observed in trophic level and OC concentrations may be influenced by the 

consumption of lower trophic level prey, including walrus and bowhead whale carcasses, 

which contain lower concentrations of most OC contaminants than ringed seal, the polar 

bears’ high trophic level primary prey species. The availability of bowhead whale to 

scavenging polar bears along the Beaufort Sea coast was high during this study and may 

have provided a diet source which is lower in contaminants than ringed seals, and 

relatively unavailable for other polar bear populations. The winter availability o f walrus 

and gray whale were assumed to be low in the southern Beaufort Sea, their contributions 

have not been fully assessed by this study. However, lower trophic level prey may partly 

explain the lower 815N signatures and concentrations o f these contaminants observed in 

polar bears captured along Alaska’s Beaufort Sea coast relative to other polar bear 

populations.

The comparison o f polar bear contaminant profiles to those of ringed seal and 

bowhead whale provides additional evidence that these compounds are biotransformed 

and eliminated in polar bears relative to PCB 153 (Wiberg et al. 2000). Because of the 

greater ability o f polar bears to biotransform and eliminate many OC pesticides compared 

to other marine mammals, the value of OCs in feeding ecology and biomagnification



studies may be limited. Without a better understanding of the metabolism and excretion 

of OCs in polar bears, studying OC biomagnification in adipose tissue may not be an 

adequate proxy to directly assess dietary exposure. Although polar bears are a top 

carnivore in the arctic marine ecosystem and some OCs are found at very high 

concentrations in their tissues, their ability to biotransform and excrete many OC 

pesticides, which their prey cannot, may also make them poorly suited as an indicator 

species o f  levels o f these compounds in the arctic marine food web.
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Fig. 2.1 Map of northern Alaska and the southern Beaufort Sea, showing all polar bear 
capture locations (o) from spring 2003 at Barrow, Endicott and Kaktovik.
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Figure 2.2a. Simple regressions of LPCB and PCB 153 concentrations in subcutaneous
adipose tissue (ng/g wet weight) vs. 815N (%o in packed blood cells) in males (A dashed
line) and females (o solid line), in Alaskan polar bears, spring 2003.
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Figure 2.2b. Simple regressions o f PCB 180 and PCB 194 concentrations in subcutaneous
adipose tissue (ng/g wet weight) vs. 515N (%o in packed blood cells) in males (A  dashed
line) and females (o solid line), in Alaskan polar bears, spring 2003.
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Figure 2.2c. Simple regressions of SDDT and XChlordane concentrations in
subcutaneous adipose tissue (ng/g wet weight) vs. 8I5N (%o in packed blood cells) in
males (A dashed line) and females (o solid line), in Alaskan polar bears, spring 2003.
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Fig. 2.3 Wet weight contaminant profiles (and standard deviations for ringed seals and 
polar bears) relative to PCB 153 in polar bear adipose tissue, ringed seal blubber 
(Kucklick et al. 2002) and bowhead whale blubber (Hoekstra et al. 2002b) collected 
along the north coast o f Alaska (1997-2003).
PCB 194 data not available for bowhead whales
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Table 2.1 Sample information and stable isotope (C and N) composition for 24 male and 
18 female polar bears captured along Alaska’s Beaufort Sea coast in spring, 2003.

Polar Bear ID Sex Age (years) Weight (kg) DFS1 Longitude2 6i5N 5,3C

20170 m 20 432 49.9 -149.245 18.31 -18.81

20184 m 7 273 52.5 -148.923 18.40 -19.06

20292 m 7 239 23.3 -156.749 20.19 -18.72

20293 m 22 545 33.5 -157.621 19.04 -18.00

20294 m 11 386 13 -156.655 19.58 -18.41

20295 m 6 250 13.2 -156.601 20.13 -18.21

20296 m 5 245 19.2 -156.089 18.52 -18.74

20298 m 11 295 36.7 -155.325 19.66 -17.52

20300 m 1 64 44.2 -155.085 20.09 -18.71

20301 m 1 32 44.2 -155.085 19.81 -18.82

20424 m 7 386 49.8 -148.224 18.65 -19.21

20437 m 5 182 55.3 -149.365 18.15 -19.49

20468 m 11 420 32.2 -155.523 18.43 -18.84

20481 m 14 409 56.5 -148.775 20.32 -18.48

20498 m 8 327 21.8 -143.982 19.09 -18.90

20553 m 4 182 30.2 -144.078 19.54 -19.50

20574 m 3 170 7.4 -143.441 19.58 -19.03

20611 m 3 205 72.5 -147.476 20.32 -19.00

20615 m 1 57 46.3 -147.763 19.97 -18.91

20625 m 1 41 49.2 -148.460 19.98 -19.12

20636 m 10 364 85.6 -141.867 19.85 -18.91

20637 m 8 273 85.6 -141.867 20.65 -18.30

20645 m 9 341 31.4 -143.514 18.43 -19.06

20649 m 8 432 9.3 -142.567 19.83 -19.11

6524 f 22 220 32.7 -157.747 18.98 -19.05

20221 f 4 114 6.2 -156.424 20.10 -19.35

20222 f 6 125 29.1 -155.657 19.89 -19.09

20223 f 9 114 19.6 -155.964 20.03 -18.83

20227 f 7 182 28.1 -148.107 19.61 -18.65

20228 f 6 216 47.7 -147.978 19.65 -18.54

20299 f 8 148 44.2 -155.085 19.74 -18.55

20413 f 6 170 9.1 -143.367 19.30 -18.86

20441 f 12 205 33.8 -151.619 19.94 -18.50

20452 f 17 170 18.8 -148.424 19.73 -19.34

20485 f 9 182 49.2 -148.460 19.73 -19.28

20502 f 16 182 83 -146.400 18.29 -19.34

20525 f 3 127 38.2 -142.572 18.57 -19.08

20528 f 9 159 56.7 -151.293 20.31 -18.54

20579 f 2 125 32.7 -157.747 18.88 -19.36

20597 f 9 216 28.7 -151.439 19.97 -19.07

20600 f 9 159 9.8 -153.587 20.40 -18.93

20635 f 5 182 85.6 -141.867 20.42 -19.52

’DFS^capture Distance From Shore in kilometers.
2Longitude o f capture location.



Table 2.2 Mean, minimnm (min), maximum (max), and standard deviations (SD) of major OC analyte concentrations in polar bear 
subcutaneous adipose tissue (ng/g wet weight), lipid content, and stable 8ISN and 8I3C values (%o) in cellular portion of blood from 
Alaska’s Beaufort sea coast collected in spring, 2003.

o

XPCB =  sum o fP C B  1, 3, 6, 18, 19, 22, 25, 26, 40, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 55, 59, 63, 66, 74, 82, 83, 84, 85, 91, 92, 95, 97, 99, 100, 
101, 105, 107 ,110 , 114, 118, 119, 128, 129, 130, 132, 133, 136, 137, 141, 146, 147, 149, 151, 153, 156, 158, 167, 172, 173, 174, 175,176, 177, 
178, 179 ,180 , 183, 185, 189, 191, 193, 194, 197, 198, 2 0 5 ,2 0 6 ,2 0 7 ,2 0 9 ,4 -1 0 ,7 -9 ,8 (5 ) ,  12(13), 134-131, 135-144, 15-17, 157-201,163-138, 16- 
32, 170-190, 182-187, 200, 201, 202-171, 203-196, 208-195, 24-27, 31-28, 33-20, 47-48, 54-29, 56-60, 70-76-98, 71-41-64, and 81-87. 
ZChlordane = sum o f  oxychlordane, /ram-chlordanc, cw-chlordane, /ra/isnonachlor, cw-nonachlor and heptachlor epoxide.
ID D T =sum  o fp,p-DDT, p,p-DD D and p,p-DDE.
IH CH =sum  o f  the a-, |3- and y-hexachlorocyclohexanes.

males
(n=24) IP C B PCB153 PCB180 PCB194 iChlordane Oxychlordane ID D T p,p,DDE ZHCH P-HCH %lipid 615N 613C

mean 2777.70 758.80 284.40 5.44 379.50 288.48 55.43 41.82 180.78 154.60 29.76 19.44 -18.79
max 6123.20 2105.00 831.00 10.60 1601.46 1306.21 136.14 114.00 464.57 391.00 62.30 20.65 -17.52
min 797.11 208.00 73.90 0.92 42.23 23.50 5.75 3.88 50.33 43.60 5.90 18.15 -19.50
SD 1557.30 471.45 189.53 2.51 383.68 322.20 34.90 27.81 89.23 76.79 15.57 0.76 0.45
Females
(n=18)
mean 3071.50 728.10 272.30 5.53 773.31 630.80 62.81 46.53 169.18 130.93 37.38 19.64 -18.99
max 7234.40 2004.00 588.00 9.77 1932.80 1514.00 181.01 145.00 443.60 353.00 74.90 20.42 -18.5
min 836.10 217.00 66.20 1.63 125.99 88.20 8.99 4.85 38.98 34.40 6.20 18.29 -19.52
SD 1821.60 421.33 141.04 2.75 471.30 381.38 46.05 37.44 107.36 84.34 21.8 0.61 0.33
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Table 2.3 Overall model results (t, p, r2) for variables used in multiple regressions of OC 
concentrations in Alaskan polar bear adipose tissue (wet weight) in spring, 2003.

% lipid Age 615N Overall M odel

IP C B

M - (1.75,0.094, 0.08) - (3.51,0.002,0.38) (F=8.87[2ji], p=0.002, ^=0.46)

F - (6.11, <0.0001,0.23) (-3.87,0.0019,0.28) (4.30, 0.0009, 0.21) (F= 14.13[4(i3], p<0.001, ^=0.81)

PCB153

M - (3.38,0.0030,0.21) (-1.95,0.0652,0.06) (3.48,0.0023,0.39) (F= 13.43(3,20], 1X0.001,^=0.67)

F - (8.09,0.0117,0.50) (-3.38,0.0049, 0.01) (2.93,0.0117,0.12) (F=l 8.31 [4.i3], p<0.001, 1^=0.85)

PCB180

M - (3.23,0.0042,0.17) - (4.34,0.0003,0.40) (F=l 0.69(3,20], jXO.OOl, ^=0.62)

F - (4.66, 0.0004, 0.37) (-2.23,0.0428,0.16) (2.09, 0.0557,0.11) (F=8.22[3.i4], p=0.002, r2—0.64)

PCB194

M - (2.31,0.0309,0.15) - (2.84, 0.0099,0.28) (F=7.92[U ij, p=0.003, r=0.43)

F - (3.31,0.0047,0.33) - (1.52,0.1496, 0.09) (F=5.50t2.i7], p=0.016, ^=0.42)

LCHL

M - (4.84, <0.0001, 0.30) (-4.76, 0.1357, 0.44) (1.55,0.1357,0.03) (F=22.17t3.20], p<0.001, r=0.77)

F - (13.52, <0.0001,0.53) (-5.96, <0.0001,0.20) (4.88, 0.0004, 0.08) (F=43.53(5.12], 1X0.001,1^=0.95)

OXCHL

M - (6.50, <0.0001,0.28) (-7.43, <0.0001, 0.46) - (F=48.35(2^i], jXO.OOI , r2=0.76)

F - (11.85, <0.0001, 0.52) (-4 .97, 0.0003,0.18) (4.28,0.0011,0.08) (F=33.23(5.,2], 1X0.001,^=0.93)

ZDDT

M - (2.08,0.0501,0.19) - (1.99, 0.0592,0.13) (F=4.92[2jij, p=0.018, r^O.32)

F - (7.06, <0.0001,0.59) (-3.21,0.0063,0.14) - (F= 19.83(3.14], p<0.001, ^=0.81)

p,p,DDE

M - - - (3.20,0.0043,0.25) (F—6.19(2.21], p=0.008, r —0.37)

F - (6.29, <0.0001,0.55) (-2.91,0.0113,0.13) - (F= 16.17(3.14], p<0.001, ^=0.78)

EHCH

M - (5.67, <0.0001,0.61) - (1.50,0.14931,0.04) (F= 18.98(2.21], 1X0.001, 1^=0.64)

F - (10.91, <0.0001, 0.62) (-5.24,0.0001,0.20) - (F=44.43(3.14], 1X0.001,^=0.90)

P-HCH

M - (5.57, <0.0001, 0.59) - - (F=31.02(^2], 1X0.001, r=0.59)

F - (9.12, <0.0001, 0.59) (-4 .48, 0.0005, 0.20) - (F=31.19f3.i4i, iXO.OO 1, ^=0.87)

Order o f values for all variables (t, p, r2), blank cells indicate non significant variables (p>0.15).
M = males, F = females
5 13C was a significant variable among female IP C B (-2.54, 0.0247, 0.09), LCHL(-1.60, 0.1263, 0.05), 
Oxychlordane( -4.01, 0.0017, 0.07), ID D T (-2 .36 , 0.0336, 0.08), p,p,DDE(-2.32, 0 .0362, 0 .09), and male 
PCB180 (-1.60, 0.1263, 0.05) concentrations.
Capture Distance from shore was significant among female PCB153(-2.28, 0 .0401, 0.06), LCHL(-3.69, 
0.0031, 0.06), Oxychlordane(-3.69, 0.0031, 0.08), IH C H (-3.53, 0.0033, 0.08), P-HCH(-2.91, 0.0113, 0.08), 
and male p,p,DDE(-2.01, 0.0579, 0.12) concentrations.
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Direct observation and chemical feeding ecology demonstrate a role for lower 

trophic level prey, such as bowhead whale, and possibly to a lesser extent walrus and 

gray whale, in the winter diet o f polar bears along Alaska’s Beaufort Sea coast. However, 

the amount of lower trophic level prey in the diet likely varies geographically as well as 

between individuals and seasons in which the availability o f bowhead remains and 

accessibility to polar bears varies.

The 515N values varied over 3%o among polar bears, representing a range in 

trophic levels, indicating a diverse diet. Both the mean 815N and 513C signatures are lower 

than expected for a diet consisting exclusively o f ice seals. We found strong positive 

relationships between trophic position and adipose tissue concentrations o f the highly 

recalcitrant PCBs 153 and 180 in both sexes o f polar bears in winter, 2003. Although age 

and % lipid o f the samples were important, models including trophic position as 

measured by 515N explained between 62% and 85% of the variation in tissue 

concentrations of these two contaminants. These relationships emphasize the role of polar 

bear diet in the biomagnification and subsequent tissue concentrations of these 

compounds.

The differences we observed in trophic level and OC concentrations may be 

influenced by the consumption of lower trophic level prey including bowhead whale 

carcasses, which contain lower concentrations of most OC contaminants than ringed seal, 

which is the primary high trophic level prey o f polar bears. The comparison of polar bear 

contaminant profiles to those of ringed seal and bowhead whale supports evidence that

General Conclusions



many compounds are biotransformed and eliminated in polar bears relative to PCB 153. 

Polar bears may be poorly suited as an indicator species of levels of OC compounds in 

the arctic marine food web. Although polar bears are a top carnivore in the arctic marine 

ecosystem and some OCs are found at very high concentrations in their tissues, they 

biotransform and excrete many OC pesticides, which their prey cannot. Therefore, the 

value o f OCs in assisting with polar bear feeding ecology and biomagnification studies 

may be limited.

We observed differences in the mean 515N values between the two years of the 

study, and differences between the sexes in 2004. Our findings suggest a high degree of 

variability in the proportion of lower trophic level prey in the diet between years, and 

varied use by the sexes. These differences may have been caused by a number of 

undetermined factors such as ice conditions and relative ice seal abundance. However, 

our results may have been affected by the high availability of subsistence hunted 

bowhead whale remains for scavenging polar bears, particularly in fall, 2003, which 

likely provided them with a unique diet source which is lower in contaminants than 

ringed seals, and relatively unavailable for other polar bear populations. Further studies 

incorporating telemetry data with estimates of diet derived from observed kills, stable 

isotopes, and counts of polar bears at subsistence hunted bowhead harvest sites are 

needed to fully understand the possible contributions o f this food resource and 

subsequent effects on OC contamination in Alaskan polar bear populations.
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